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Preface

This book explores the impact of global trends and flows of popular culture to Muslim Hausaland from 1935 to 2005 in three distinct areas: prose fiction, oral performing arts and video film. The paper specifically analyses the impact of popular culture from the Far East and Asia on the transformation of the identity of creative and performing arts among the Hausa of northern Nigeria. The main work that led the way to such literary influence was Magana Jari Ce, often considered the unalloyed Hausa literary classic. This book, published in 1937, gave birth to a phenomenon of artistic adaptation – or more directly, appropriation – of creative works by the Hausa from countries and cultures deemed to share the same cultural space as the Hausa. Magana Jari Ce, based on extensive re-telling and re-structuring of folk tales from various European, Middle Eastern and Far Eastern cultures laid the foundation of using the cultural identity of other societies in Hausa popular culture.

When globalisation became electronic in the form of Hindi cinema, Hausa performance artistes followed the lead of literary adapters of the Others' literature, and this led to the emergence of oral poets - both in the popular culture and religious domains - who use Hindi film song motifs as a template for their art. This process culminated into the appearance of the Hausa video film from 1990 which is almost exclusively based on the Hindi film concept of storyline and uses the essential features of Hindi film - which was the love triangle, forced marriage and long song and dance routines that focus mainly on the sexuality of the female mime singers. This revolution in mass popular culture was counteracted by a reaction from the Islamic environment in which the “modernising” Hausa popular culture finds itself.
Chapter 1
Theoretical Contexts

Introduction

Overture to the People's Concerto

Though much has been written about ‘globalization’, more attention could be paid to the specific ways it works through local African scenes of cultural production and consumption, and to the question of what African audiences actually do with, or make of, imported cultural products.

Karen Barber (1997, p. 7)

When Karen Barber edited Readings in African Popular Culture in 1997, a studied attempt was made to limit the purview of such subculture to specific focus areas. As she stated in her introduction,

This volume, then, concentrates on what people in Africa have actually been producing... and what they might mean by it. The emphasis is somewhat biased towards the verbal rather than the visual, and this could be taken as an antidote to the predominant view of Africa as producer of masks, figurines and airport art (Barber 1997, p. 7).

Thus adapting from Stuart Hall and Paddy Whannel’s three-stage categorization of popular culture—folk culture, popular culture and mass culture—(Hall and Whannel 1964), Barber extrapolates that popular culture was the product of individual, and often professional culture purveyors—sharing specific values and sentiments to an appreciating audience. Performances in popular culture, therefore, are targeted to a specific niche audience, no matter how determined—not everyone patronizes the “airport art” Barber defines; and the presence of many genres of music ensures specific audience—even if gender or age defined—for each category.
The study of popular culture itself was often the subject of academic uncertainty. For instance, Chandra Mukerji and Michael Schudson (1986 p.47) noted:

Much more than with most objects of study, a leading question with popular culture has traditionally been whether it deserves serious consideration at all. But an extraordinary new interest in popular culture has emerged in the past two decades in the humanities and the social sciences.

This “extraordinary new interest” in popular culture is further galvanized by the increasing observation of the impact of global entertainment media on more traditional societies. It would appear that two major areas of the impact of media on entertainment and popular culture provide a focus of study. The first looks at the media and how they influence culture and life-world. The second focuses on the interaction of specific social actors that make use of the media. My main concern in this presentation is the second focus; specifically the appropriation of global media in local settings.

Media in all forms, transnational flows of representative identities and the globalization of essentially American entertainment ethos have combined to create a climate of mistrust for either globalization as a concept, or Americanization of entertainment ethos as a process of entertainment in not only Muslim countries and communities, but also in traditional societies. Thus what is of further significance is the way the media is used to construct identities and share these constructs with communities sharing these identities. Obviously then, the usage of identity-construct kits from different communities may communicate different conceptions of the communities and consequently lead to misrepresentation of identities. And yet, the desire for globalized acceptance—even if the “globalized” is localized to acceptance beyond the immediate community—leads to experimentation of various forms of acceptance of representational identities beyond the immediate localized communities. This is the scenario that creates issues of the role of entertainment in such communities. In my presentation, I look at how these flows and counter flows affect an African Muslim community.

Islamic communities over the last few years have had quite a high global profile in all areas of human endeavor. The Iranian Islamic Revolution of 1979 created a massive seismic impact in most African Muslim communities leading to the emergence of more orthodox interpretations of Islam in those communities—an outcome variously interpreted as Islamism (Rosander 1997, Miles 2003, Laremont and Gregorian 2006, McCormick 2005, Kane 2006) or Reformism (Kane 1993, 2003; Loimeier 1997a, 1997b; Bunza 2002). As Niltäfer Göle (2003, p. 173) further distinguished,

In speaking of Islamism, we are differentiating between Muslim, which expresses religious identity, and Islamist, which refers to a social movement through which Muslim identity is collectively reappropriated as a basis for an alternative social and political project. Thus Islamism implies a critique and even a discontinuity with the given categories of Muslim identity; it is an endeavor to rename and reconstruct Muslim identity by freeing it from traditional interpretations and by challenging assimilative forces of modernism.

Such Islamic militancy is seen in various African countries as having an overt agenda. In The Sudan, for instance, according to J. Millard Burr and Robert O Collins (2003, p. 181),

The “Islamic Civilization Project” of Hasan al-Turabi devoted to the spread of Islamist ideology to Africa accompanied by seminars and conferences for the “Islamisation of Africa south of the Sahara” caused widespread consternation. In Senegal a Sudanese NGO was closed down and its official deported on charges of attempting to destabilize the government. In East Africa Swahili Muslims, who cherished their Islamic heritage identified with the Sudanese Islamists proclamation of a return to Afro-Islamic authenticity.

This led David McCormack (2005, p.2) to provide an interpretation of Islamism as “a movement intent on bringing society and the state into conformity with radical interpretations of the religion”. Such interpretations were further facilitated by the re-introduction of the Shari'ah in most states of northern Nigeria in
2000. With new forces of Islamic thinking in place, including state-instituted machineries for censorship and control, it would only be a matter of time before the globalizing, Westernized popular culture of Muslim Hausa youth comes in direct confrontation with Islam (for a full treatment of how this affects the Hausa video film in northern Nigeria, see Adamu 2004).

A Global Symphony in Five Movements

No social system can remain insulated or isolated from the dynamics of global media eddies, especially a society making a transition from a traditional society to a cosmopolitan one. In studying the eddy of transfusion of media messages from various locations to others, four distinct terms, often used interchangeably, emerge: globalization, transglobalization, transnationalism, and thanks to Roland Robert's (1995) popularization of the term, glocalization.

Doobo Shim has pointed out that in international communications, research has given the word globalization an everyday feel (Shim 2006 p. 26). Consequently, Globalization and its variants tended to be seen as offshoots of cultural imperialism which sees the dominance of economic and media influences from developed countries—principally the United States (see Schiller 1976, Tunstall 1977, Tomlinson 1991, Boyd-Barrett 1977, Galtung 1979, Mohammadi 1995, Hamelink 1983, McPhail 1987, Sui-Nam Lee 1988, Mattleart 1994 among others for debates on cultural imperialism)—to developing countries. And according to George Ritzer (2003)—in focusing on globalization in the realm of consumption—a number of social theorists have dealt with the growth of globalization (Albrow and King 1990, Roland 1992, Bauman 1998, Tomlinson 1999, Beck 2000, Giddens 2000, Kellner 2002). As he further argued,

The flowering of such theories is a reflection of the fact that globalization is of great concern to, and enormous significance for, much of the world's population. Globalization is transforming virtually every nation and the lives of billions of people. The degree and significance of its impact is visible everywhere one looks, in the shopping malls that increasingly dot many areas of the developed world, the vast array of franchises found in them, and the goods and services offered by those franchises, as well as in the protests against key international organizations such as the World Trade Organization, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank. The frequency and geographic dispersion of these protests attest to the fact that people throughout the world feel very strongly that they are confronting matters of great importance (Ritzer 2003, pp 189-90).

From this argument it is clear that economic bases—trades and services—dominate the main theoretical and critical thinking about globalization. This is because, as Arjun Appadurai (2000 p. 3) further interprets,

Globalization is inextricably linked to the current workings of capital on a global basis; in this regard it extends the earlier logics of empire, trade, and political dominion in many parts of the world. Its most striking feature is the runaway quality of global finance, which appears remarkably independent of traditional constraints of information transfer, national regulation, industrial productivity, or “real” wealth in any particular society, country, or region.

Closely related to this is Transglobalization, which connotes similar transborder movements, but without the baggage of economic forces. For instance, as Julia Thomas (2001 p. 1) stated in her introduction to Reading Images,

We live in a visualised world, a world in which we are bombarded everyday and everywhere with images that appear transglobal, capable of crossing geographic and racial divides, or as one famous advertisement implied, of uniting, hand in virtual hand, people of different age, sex and ethnicity.

Thus Transglobal focus suggests a “phenomenon that spans the gaps of distance, culture, race, language, economics, and heritage. It is a tale of twentieth century cultures mixing with each other in an unprecedented way” (Karin Evans 2000, 3, in Helena Grice 2005 p. 125). Thus while George Ritzer’s “globalization of nothing” (2003) had a firm economic base in globalization,
transglobal provides clues to other forms of engagement across cultures and societies beside economic forces. Indeed Karin Evan’s “unprecedented way” of “cultures mixing” provides avenues for consideration of media parenting of popular culture from developed countries to developing countries; for as Raka Shome (1999 p. 601) argued, in presenting a case for a diasporic “cultural intersection”.

Indeed such cultural intersections were midwifed by transglobal broadcasting channels that transcend national—and cultural—boundaries—brining media models and matrixes to societies often radically different from their starting points. In this case then media itself becomes a diasporic element.

Transnationalism is clearly in the air. Expansion of transnational capital and mass media to even the remotest of hinterlands has provoked a spate of discourses on “globalization,” “transnationalism,” and the “crisis of the nation state.” A core theme in these discourses is the penetration of national cultures and political systems by global and local driving forces. The nation-state is seen as weakened “from above” by transnational capital, global media, and emergent supranational political institutions. “From below” it faces the decentering with the softening boundaries and the growth of global economy, we are all in some way cultural hybrids (although some of us more than others) influenced by transglobal movements of media, of ideas, of peoples, of cultures.

Transnationalization at the same time differs from Randolph Bourne’s (1916) popularization of Transnationalism, a concept which focuses on the heightened interconnectivity between people—rather than just messages created by people and shared across the world as in transglobalization—all around the world and the loosening of boundaries between countries—a focus which had a main emphasis on migrations and creation of new social clusters as a result of this interconnectivity. This concept was further fully explored in the edited works of Smith and Guarnizo (1998) and lends further credibility to the idea of cosmopolitanism of transnational concepts. And as Michael Peter Smith noted in the Introduction to Transnationalism from Below (1998 p. 3),

“local” resistances of the informal economy, ethnic nationalism, and grassroots activism. These developments are sometimes viewed in celebratory terms. For some they bring market rationality and liberalism to a disorderly world “from above.” For others they generate conditions conducive to the creation of new liberatory practices and spaces “from below” like transnational migration and its attendant cultural hybridity.

These new “liberatory practices and spaces” as well as the cultural hybridity mediated by the flow of media images and forms across the borders were promising enough to many developing countries as catalysts of new media identities which hybridizes a global pattern with a local flow. Theorists such as Appadurai (1990, 1996), Buell (1994), Clifford (1992), Bhabha (1990) and Hannerz (1996, 2000) have explored this extensively. Thus:

Transnational calls attention to the cultural and political projects of nation-states as they vie for hegemony in relations with other nation-states, with their citizens and “aliens.” This cultural-political dimension of transnationalism is signaled by its resonance with nationalism as a cultural and political project, whereas globalization implies more abstract, less institutionalized, and less intentional processes occurring without reference to nations, e.g. technological developments in mass international communication and the impersonal dynamics of global popular and mass culture, global finance, and the world environment (Kearney 1995, p. 549).

Lending force to the critical discourse was the emergence of Glocalization, a social and cultural technique that seemed to have been germinated on the pages of Harvard Business Review in the late 1980s; for as the most cogent priest of the concept recalled:

Now, to go back to the Harvard Business Review. The articles written in that period of the late ’80s by Japanese economists sometimes employed the word “glocalization,” which is usually rendered in Japanese—and excuse my pronunciation—as dochakuka. This is a word, incidentally, which has played an increasingly important part in my own writings, recently, about globalization. Because “glocalization” means the simultaneity—the co-presence—of both universalizing and particularizing tendencies (Robertson 1997).
This early application of an essentially industrial marketing process to cultural discourse by Robertson was further elucidated by subsequent writers, including Wayne Gabardi who further argues that:

[Glocalization is marked by the] development of diverse, overlapping fields of global-local linkages ... [creating] a condition of globalized panlocality...what anthropologist Arjun Appadurai calls decentered localities, global spatial 'scapes' (ethnoscapess, technoscapess, finanscapess, mediascape and ideoscape) ... This condition of glocalization...represents a shift from a more decentered spatial learning process bound up with the nation-state society to one more fluid and glocal. Culture has become a much more mobile, human software employed to mix elements from diverse contexts. With cultural forms and practices more separate from geographic, institutional, and ascriptive embeddedness, we are witnessing what Jan Nederveen Pieterson refers to as postmodem 'hybridization.' (Gabardi 2000, pp, 33-34).

Yet still other perspectives provide bases for a new interpretation of media messaging in traditional societies; in effect, Glocalization forces. For instance, Pico Iyer reminisces in Video Nights in Kathamandu that:

While traveling through Nepal and Thailand earlier this year, I was stunned by how odd bits of Western culture had been filtered and absorbed into the body of Asian culture. I saw Rambo posters tacked to the walls of mud-and-thatch huts by the banks of the Indrawati. At a Nepali wedding, the music alternated between a local marching band and U2 bootleg cassettes. In Thailand, Levi's jeans were such a status symbol that the price of black-market knock-offs had risen to around $80, almost four times the price of real Levis" (from Richard Kudrey's review of "Video Night in Kathamandu", Whole Earth Review, Winter 1989).

These incidences of essentially consumer cultural grafting lend support to the globalization agenda as examples of the pervasive intrusion of Western society in the economic ecology of developing countries. Yet my main focus is not economic, but media cultural engagement; in particular how media messages from one locale are reproduced in another, radically different, locale. Arjun Appadurai, noting from Pico Iyer's cultural travelogue through much of Asia, suggests caution in interpreting the impact of transfusion of Western material culture in indigenous communities. For instance, commenting from Iyer, he notes that in the process of Philippine popular art purveyor's rendition of American popular songs, and in their attempt to be disturbingly faithfully to the original than they are in the United States today, an entire nation seems to have learned to mimic Kenny Rogers and the Lennon sisters, like a vast Asian Motown chorus (Appadurai 1996 p. 29).

He thus cautions that:

Americanization is certainly a pallid term to apply to such a situation, for not only are there more Filipinos singing perfect renditions of some American songs (often from the American past) than there are Americans doing so, there is also, of course, the fact that the rest of their lives is not in complete synchrony with the referential world that first gave birth to these songs (Appadurai 1996, p. 29, second emphasis added).

It is clear therefore that more than material artifacts are needed to complete the global hybridity of media products; and that indeed a base resistance is in place to limit the extent of the hybridity. Aping American popular culture is not quite the same as being American. It is for this reason that I prefer the phrase Media Domestication as more reflective of the process in which transglobal media messages provide a matrix for reenactment of the same messages in traditional societies, especially when such reenactment limits itself to sensual stimuli of the messages, devoid, if possible, from the spiritual antecedents of the original.

Media domestication is not necessarily a new concept in media studies; there are at least three ways it has been used as a process of media adaptation to local circumstances. Lee et al (2000 p. 297) used the term to refer to the view by Gans (1979) that foreign news stories in the United States are sifted to make them relevant to Americans or American interests, with the same themes
and topics as domestic news, “when the topics are distinctive they are given interpretations that apply to American values”. Media domestication is an integral part of the international political economy (see also Jinquan Li et al, 2002, p. 5).

Further, Sun Sun Lim (2006) used the term to refer to ownership of information and communication technologies by essentially younger people as part of the domestic consumer culture in Singapore, China and South Korea. This view of media domestication is also shared by Thorsten Quandt and Thilo Van Pape (2006) who studied the role of Information and Communication Technologies in mediating social shaping in Germany.

However my main focus is on how media messages from both global and intra-national sources were appropriated and domesticated by Hausa popular culture purveyors for local consumption—specifically in literature, music and film. In this, I focus on the catalytic role played by media technologies—not just the messages—in this process of appropriation; for as Seán Ó Siochrú (2004, p. 1) pointed out:

The electronic media and communication sector, which ranges from telecommunication networks and the Internet, through to radio, television and film, is itself among the most active in the current drive for the globalization of production, markets and trade. Although varying among the subsectors, its rate of expansion has been phenomenal, the centralization of ownership has been among the most marked, the transition from national public ownership to global private ownership is almost total and international trade (facilitated by the rebranding of telecommunication services as “tradable goods”) has expanded uppace. This has been accompanied by the reorganization of hardware, software and content production, and the global redistribution of activities.

The role of the media in the transglobalization of popular culture in indigenous societies became all the more important after independence in many African countries. As Charles Ambler (2001 p. 5) noted, researchers have focused (instead) on the post-independence emergence of local filmmakers and indigenous cinema and on the representation of Africa in films, but the important body of work they have produced does not, for the most part, touch on the impact of Hollywood films, or other forms of popular media, in African communities or other societies shaped by colonialism.

Subsequent development and the intrusion of global entertainment formats across the world clearly reveal impacts on many levels on the local entertainment ecology. Thus additional source of learning—and subsequent glocalization—is media bombardment. In northern Nigeria, this was almost right from the start of the literary experience of the Hausa educational systems. The British educational system as operated in northern Nigeria from 1910 created a catalytic facility which saw a continuous broadcast of foreign media literary cultures, especially from Asia and Middle East. This bombardment often comes in the way of cross-border free flow of packaged media products that enable Hausa public intellectuals to absorb (but not export) media re-enactment of popular cultural forms of other societies which the British—and to some extent, the Hausa intellectuals themselves—perceived as being similar to Muslim Hausa cultures. Thus globalization and the break down of the invisible communication barriers has ensured a steady flow of transnational ideas that does not respect boundaries or mindsets.

This is more so as within the context of Hausa popular culture, glocalization resonates with the strategy adopted by Abubakar Imam to “transmute” (Abdallah 1998) various Asian and Middle Eastern stories into Hausa versions and published in Magana Jari Ce (Speech is an Asset) in 1937. The Imamian paradigm of adaptive translation soon enough found favor with subsequent Hausa prose fiction writers of the 1940s and 1950s, who due to their exposure to Arabic sources were able to cull a story here and there—thus media availability became an important factor—and re-cast it as a Hausa tale. This was subsequently applied across the board to subsequent literary development, music and video film.
Chapter 2
Eastern Focus in Hausa Prose Fiction

Antecedent Global Literary Tradition among the Hausa

When the British colonized what later became northern Nigeria in 1903, they inherited a vast population of literate citizenry, with thousands of Qur’anic schools and equally thousands of Muslim intellectual scholars. Since it was clear that it would be against the grain of British colonial ethos to encourage Islamic scholarship, a way had to be devised to slow down the progress of Islamic education. That way was simply the forceful intrusion of the Roman alphabet into a newly created education system in 1909, at the expense of Ajami, the adapted Hausa language Arabic script. As Crampton (1975 p. 99) notes:

As early as 1900 Lugard was debating the question of whether to use Roman or Arabic script in the official Hausa orthography. Although some of his officials would have preferred Arabic script, Lugard chose the Roman. Had he chosen Arabic it would have made it harder for the pupils to learn English later on in their school careers and would have further widened the gap between the educational systems in the North and south of Nigeria.

Subsequently, the colonial administration, in cohort with Christian Missionary agents ensured a lesser role for Hausa domesticated indigenous script. Crampton (1975) further records that:

(Rev.) Miller said that in an interview with Lugard in 1900 he strongly urged him to adopt the Roman script because he felt that the scholars of the future would thus be drawn to the ‘endless storehouse of Western literature’, and the ‘priceless heritage of Christian thought’ rather than ‘the somewhat sterile Muslim literature and the religion of Islam’ (p. 99).

The opportunity to draw Hausa audience into the ‘endless storehouse of Western literature’ in the form of substituting Romanized script to replace Arabic (and ajami) came

On August 2nd, 1902, even before the conquest of Sokoto, Lugard asked the missionary Dr. W. R. S. Miller to translate proclamations into Hausa for use by his administration. Miller expected English and Roman letters to replace Arabic and Ajami. He also thought that the liquor and trees proclamations could not be translated into Hausa, only Arabic. Therefore he submitted translations of the sections “that can be thought by a Hausa”. Who, if not educated Hausa scholars, was supposed to understand the Arabic versions Miller did not say, and it is likely that Miller’s own Hausa was more at fault than the language itself. Still, it should perhaps be remembered that Arabic was the language of law and administration in the Caliphate, and that the idea of translating proclamations into written Hausa was very new and strange to local scholars as well. As late as the 1950s Arabic was the only language most Shari’ah court judges read or wrote and they tended to “think legally in it.” Hausa would need more development and would need particularly to acquire more vocabulary, both from English and from Arabic as it was used for administration in Northern Nigeria (Philips 2000 p. 32).

Thus, as Nikolai Dobronravine (2003) pointed out,

The “medieval” tradition based on Arabic was to be completely replaced with modern written culture relying on the vernacular. Of course, the Hausa literature was expected to follow the British model or, better to say, the British model as adopted by Rupert East and a few other colonial bureaucrats. The new “Istanci” or “Gaskiyanci” Hausa was directly related to the language of missionary publications in Hausa. It is rarely mentioned in the Hausaist publications that a missionary was directly involved in the production of Roma-script Hausa books in Zaria.

When Hans Vischer took over as the Director of Education and established the first western school in Kano in 1909, he ensured further that ajami was not to be taught in any government school. His main arguments against using ajami were articulated in his position paper written in March 1910 where he stated, inter alia,
1. I have no hesitation at all in recommending that the Government should confine its efforts entirely to spreading the knowledge of writing in the Roman character for the following reasons.

2. By encouraging the study of the Arabic Alphabet the government would be actually assisting in the propagation of the Mohammdan religion.
   a. The Arabic alphabet is suited to the Arabic language but is essentially unsuited to represent graphically the sounds of any other language. An English or Hausa word can nearly always be spelt in two or three different ways in Arabic character and it is hard to say which of these ways is right. (In point of fact when they write “Ajami” (i.e. Hausa in Arabic character) the Mallamai do frequently spell the same word in different ways in the same page.)
   b. The Roman alphabet can be acquired by a Mallam in about a month, and by a boy who does not know Arabic in about two months. It takes the later more like two years to learn the Arabic character. (The rapidity with which small boys at Sokoto have learned to read Hausa in Roman character has astonished me).
   c. It is very expensive to print the Arabic character (especially if the vowel points have to be added as is necessary when Hausa is written in Arabic character). The publishing of text books in Arabic character would be difficult and expensive.
   d. Comparatively few Political officers have mastered the Arabic character (the running hand).

Vischer’s point 2 (b) above was aimed at emphasizing the lack of standardization of Ajami across the various Hausa dialects, and which encouraged the myth of “ajami gagara mai shi” (ajami difficult even to the scribe). The British, of course, given the point indicated in 2 above—about encouraging “Mohammedan religion”—had no intention of encouraging the standardization of Ajami, and instead prefer to replace it with the Roman script which had to be learnt from scratch.

Thus with the coming of the British colonial interregnum from 1903, the scriptural ownership of the Muslim Hausa was eroded. Those who acquired education through the Islamic education medium became relegated to the background and in Nigeria’s development literature became labeled “illiterate”. Those who acquired the new Roman-based literacy gained ascendancy and became leaders of thought and development in Nigerian modern sector economy. Romanization became the new panacea for development, while the development needs of millions of Muslim Hausa who became educated daily through the maktab and madrassa Islamic schooling systems were ignored.

Translation Bureau and Eastern Focus in Hausa Prose Fiction

In 1929 the colonial administration set up a Translation Bureau initially in Kano, but later moved to Zaria in 1931 and which became the Literature Bureau in 1935 (Haytu 1991). The first Director of the Bureau was Mr. Whiting, although he was replaced later by Dr. Rupert East. The objectives of the Bureau were:

- To translate books and materials from Arabic and English
- To write books in Hausa
- To produce textbooks for schools
- To encourage indigenous authors


The establishment of the Translation Bureau ensured, through a literary competition in 1933, that a whole new set of reading materials, and consequently literary style, was created for the Muslim Hausa. This yielded the first clutch of now Hausa boko (modern writing in Roman alphabet) literature written in classical Hausa (Ruwan Bagaja, Shehu Umar, Gandoki, Idon Matambayi, Jiki Magayi) published in 1935. Since the scholastic tradition of the Hausa has always been the preserve of the mallam (teacher, scholar) class; consequently even in popular literature the
fountainheads, being carved out of that class, reflect their antecedent scholastic traditions. Consequently, these novels were written mainly by scholars, some, like Abubakar Imam who wrote *Ruwani Bagaja*, were young (he was 22 when he wrote the novel), with deep Islamic roots (who actually took some convincing to even agree to write in the *boko*-Romanized—scripts in the first place, considering such activity as a dilution of their Islamic scholarship). As Dr. Rupert East, the arch-Svengali of the Hausa classical literature, exasperatedly noted.

The first difficulty was to persuade these Malamai that the thing was worth doing. The influence of Islam, superimposed on the Hamitic strain in the blood of the Northern Nigerian, produces an extremely serious-minded type of person. The art of writing, moreover, being intimately connected in his mind with his religion, is not to be treated lightly. Since the religious revival at the beginning of the last (19th) century, nearly all the original work produced by Northern Nigerian authors has been either purely religious or written with a strong religious motive (East 1936, pp. 351-352).

The main focus of the Translation Bureau was just that—translation of literary works using the sparkling brand new Hausanized Roman script. It was only when Dr. Rupert East took over in 1932 that it acquired the persona of what Nikolai Dobronravine (2003) refers to as *Istanci* and became devoted to wholesale translation of works from far and near (although the further, the better because nearer literary communities, both geographically and culturally such as The Sudan and Egypt were ignored) into Hausa in order to generate reading material, more essentially to enable colonial officers to polish their practice of Hausa language for communication, than to empower the "natives" with enriched literary heritage. As Yahaya (1989 p. 80) apologetically argued,

The decision to set up a translation Bureau was probably informed by the general belief that translating from other languages into a given language enriches the lexicon of the language, its literature and culture.

It was this obsession with translation of carefully selected works, rather than fully encouraging local indigenous initiatives into literary explorations that earned this era of Hausa literary development the epithet of *Istanci*—principally due to the forceful nature of the Rupert East, its main protagonist.

The most outstanding of the five Hausa novels published in 1935, to Rupert East, was Abubakar Imam’s *Ruwani Bagaja* (The Healing Waters). However, it was clear from the plot elements and general thematic structure of the novel that it was not a Hausa tale, unlike others that had clearly identifiable Hausa settings. Abubakar Imam, in an interview with Nicholas Pwedden (1995, p.87) stated that he was “inspired” to write *Ruwani Bagaja* after reading *Muqamat Al Hariri*. In giving his account of the birth of *Imamanci*, Abubakar Imam further told Pwedden (1995, pp 12 and 14):

In that story (*Ruwani Bagaja*) there were two characters—Abu Zaidu and Harisu—with one trying to defeat the other through cunning. I also used two men, on the basis of that technique, but I used the Hausa way of life to show how one character (Abubakar) defeats the other (Malam Zurke).'' (emphasis mine).

It was this “inspiration” that was to become the root of the glocalization of foreign media by the Hausa performing artistes, which was heavily promoted by the British. In effect, Abubakar Imam and the British had planted a Trojan Horse within the entertainment mindset of the Hausa.

*The Maqamat*, translated in English by various authors as *The Assemblies of Al-Hariri: Fifty Encounters with the Shaykh Abu Zayd of Seruj Maqamat* was written by Abu Muhammad al-Qasim Hariri (1054-1121) and was widely available among Muslim scholars and intellectuals of northern Nigeria in its original Arabic as set reading material for the advanced course of Arabic grammar after the completion of the Qur’anic phase of a Hausa Muslim’s education.
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The Assemblies of Al-Hariri

Maqamat Al-Hariri: “Ruwan Bagaja” — Original
Ruwan Bagaja — Transmutated Hausa Version

Global and Glocal versions of Maqamat Al-Hariri

Thus even the cover artwork was designed to imitate the original—setting the pace for artistic and literary adaptation among the Hausa. However, other sources used in writing Ruwan Bagaja included the core plot element from The Brothers Grimm Fairy Tales (especially The Water of Life from where the book derived its title) Sinbad the Sailor, and stories from Thousand and One Nights. Thus Ruwan Bagaja actually marked the transition from Istanci—direct translations of other works into Hausa—to its adaptive variety, Imamanci—the “transmutation” of transnational literature into Hausa mindset. Imam revealed he was taught this art of literary transmutation by Rupert East who:

...taught me many dos and don’ts. For example, he taught me never to allow a miscreant to triumph over a good character in any fictional story, such as a cheat or a fraud, even if he appears to be winning in the beginning and he is being highly respected and praised. That it is better to make him the loser at the end... On translation, he said if someone utters something nice, either in English or in Arabic, or any other language, when translating it into Hausa you shouldn’t be enslaved to the wordings of the statement, trying to act like you’re translating the Koran or the Bible. What you’re supposed to do, as long as you fully understand what the man said, is to try and show genius in your own language just as he did in his, i.e. yours should be as nice in Hausa as his was nice in English. That way Dr. East kept teaching me various techniques of writing until I understood them all (in Pwedd 1995, p. 87) (emphasis added).

Rupert East was thus the originator of Imamian transmutative strategy—genius in your own language—while Abubakar Imam was its script reader. It is from this transmutated strategy of Abubakar that we received the term Ofishin Talifi, for the Translation Bureau (instead of its original translation of Ofishin Juje-juje), and later, Majalisar Dinkin Duniya for United Nations. Imamanci as a literary technique and an emergent media technology device worked brilliantly because of the skills of the adapter, Abubakar Imam. However, Imam was to acknowledge the Svengali in Rupert East, when the latter recruited him, albeit temporarily, to work on producing more reading materials along the mould of Ruwan Bagaja and using its adaptive literary technique for the newly re-named Literature Bureau. According to Imam,

From then on he (East) assembled for me many story-books in Arabic and English, especially Iranian texts. Fortunately I knew Arabic because I had learned it right from home. That’s why I could understand the Arabic books unless if (sic) the language was too advanced. I read all of these books until I understood the techniques of established writers. When Dr. East realised that I had finished he told me what to do and I set out to write. The first book I wrote was Magana Jari Ce (Speech is an Asset)(in Pwedd 1995 p. 88).

It is this book, Magana Jari Ce that became the unalloyed classic of Hausa literature, despite the heavy dosage of foreign elements it contained from books as diverse as Alfu Layla wa Laylatun, Kalilah wa Dimnah, Bahirul Adab, Hans Andersen Fairy Tales,
Magana Jari Ce is composed of about 80 stories—mainly narrated by a parrot, Aku (although joined in a competitive mode by another parrot, Hazik) to various audiences and settings. In an interview, Abubakar Imam stated that he had taken the figure of the parrot and its technique of storytelling from a Persian book (Wali, 1976), most likely Tuti-Name (Book of Parrot)(Jez 2003 p. 11) written by Zia ul-Din Nakhshabi (Kabulov 2004 p. 1). Indeed further analysis of Magana Jari Ce (Jez 2003, pp 24-28) revealed the following as its source material:

11 stories from Thousand and One Nights
2 stories from the Indian collection Panchatantra
2 stories from a Persian version of the Indian collection Sukasaptati
1 story that is of Persian origin
14 fables from the Brothers Grimm
2 fables from Hans Andersen
7 short stories from Decameron by Boccaccio
1 based on a Biblical story (from Old Testament)
1 based on a Greek myth about the king of Macedonina
1 based on a fable by W. Hauff
14 stories were either original or derived from unknown sources.

The narrative style adopted in Magana Jari Ce was closely patterned on Thousand and One Nights in that the narrator relates a series of stories to delay the departure to war of a very strong-willed prince; whereas in the original Thousand and One Nights, the narrator created the stories to delay the execution of a stubborn princess.

Imam's transmutative genius is illustrated, for instance, in his interpretation of the Robert Browning poem The Pied Piper of Hamelin. The Hausa version appeared as Labarin Sarkin Busa (The Story of a Master Piper), one of the stories in Magana Jari Ce, Volume 3. In the original German story from Brothers Grimm's collection of German legends, a magic flutist charmed away the children from a village over breach of contract for a job duly done—which was getting the village rid of rats. One of the children who was left behind recounted his sadness in a poem which was also recorded in the original tale. The original poem and Imam’s transmutation—glocalization—including the illustrations that follow the stories are shown below.

Illustration from Robert Browning,
The Pied Piper of Hamelin: A Child's Story
Original Poem (Browning 1888)

Where waters gushed and fruit-trees grew,
And flowers put forth a fairer hue,
And everything was strange and new;
The sparrows were brighter than peacocks here,
And their dogs outran our fallow deer
And honey-bees had lost their stings,
And horses were born with eagles' wings;

Illustration from Magana Jari Ce, Vol 3,
Labarin Sarkin Busa

Imam's Adaptation

Ku zo ga daua wa zai ki
Alo alo mu ci dadi
tuwo nama sai mun koshi
Alo alo mu ci dadi
Zagi mari mun huta shi
Alo alo mu ci dadi
Siliki ran salla ba datti
Alo alo mu ci dadi

The Hausa version was not a direct translation of the original stanzas. However, since the whole essence of the original poem was to convey childish joy and celebration of life, this was perfectly captured in Imam’s Hausa adaptation with a refrain of alo alo mu ci dadi (roughly, “hey, hey, let’s party”).
The pattern adopted by the British in creating globalized literature for indigenous African audiences seemed to have been generic to all parts of Africa. For instance, in East Africa the British colonial administration followed a close strategy of educational development as that of northern Nigeria. Thus when Tanganyika became part of the British empire in 1919, the school system was modernized and the Swahili language was then standardized in 1925–30. In the following years, there was a need of Swahili materials for reading matter and also as a medium to propagate the modern way of life in a world widely ruled by Britain.

An important medium in this respect was the monthly journal Mambo Leo (Today’s Affairs), founded by the Education Department in Dar es Salaam in 1923. Besides essays and news of all kinds, the journal also contained entertaining texts, among them translations of foreign literature. These were usually issued in serialized form. Issues from the initial period of 1923—32 include adaptations of literary tales such as “The Voyages of Sindbad the Sailor” (1923—24), “Aladdin and the Wonderful Lamp” (1925—26), “Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves” (1926), Longfellow’s Tale of Hiawatha (1927) or Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1928). All of these stories were published without any introduction, source reference or further comment. Further translations included Stevenson’s Kisiwa chenyé hazima (Treasure Island; 1929), Haggard’s Mashimo ya Mfalme Sulemani (King Solomon’s Mines; 1929), Kipling’s Hadithi za Maugli, Mto Aliyelelewa na Mbwa Mwitu (The Story of Mowgli, the Child Who Was Raised by a Wild Dog, The Jungle Books; 1929), Swift’s Safari za Gulliver (Gulliver’s Travels; 1932) among others (Thomas (2004, p. 252).

In northern Nigeria, the various changes that the Literature Bureau underwent subsequently, and the need to increase the number of reading materials for burgeoning primary and secondary school student population encouraged other authors to begin their writing. The works that emerged in the early 1950s included Ilya Dan Mai Karfi (Ahmadu Ingawa, 1951), Gogan Naka (Garba Funtuwa, 1952) and Sihirtaccen Gari (Ahmadu Katsina, 1952).

Perhaps not surprisingly, these latter novels also used Imamism as their literary templates. For instance, Ilya Dan Mai Karfi was an adaptation of a Russian byliny (narrative poetry) transmitted orally. The oldest Russian byliny belong to a cycle dealing with the golden age of Kievan Rus in the 10th-12th century. They center on the deeds at the 10th-century court of Saint Vladimir I of Kiev. One of the favorite heroes is the independent Cossack Ilya Muromets of Murom, who defended Kievan Rus from the Mongols (Seeglov in Pilaszewicz (1985 p. 224). Unlike the aristocratic heroes of most epics, Ilya was of peasant origin. He was an ordinary child who could not walk and who lived the life of a stay-at-home, sitting on top of the stove until he was more than 30 years old, when he discovered the use of his legs through the miraculous advice of some pilgrims. He was then given a splendid magic horse that became his inseparable companion (in the Hausa version, the horse is called Kwalele), and he left his parents’ home for Vladimir’s court. There he became the head of Vladimir’s retainers and performed astonishing feats of strength. He killed the monster Nightingale the Robber and drove the Tatars out of the kingdom. His legend was the basis of the Symphony No. 3 (1909-11; Ilya Muromets) by Reinhold Glière.
Galloping similarities: Ilya Dan Murom

A more direct link between the Russian tale and Hausa version was made by Yu. K. Sceglov "...who identified Waldima (in Ilya Dan Maikarfi) with Prince Vladimir, and the mysterious town of Kib with Kiev." (Pilaszewicz 1985, p. 224).

And while it was not clear which literary work "inspired" Gogan Naka, it is equally evident that the tale also borrowed heavily from Eastern sources, since the hero—Abdul Bakara, or Bokhara, India—after gallivanting all over Asia, ended up as a king of Egypt. Shiirtaccen Gari, however, was different from the other two in the sense that it was not even an Imamian adaptation; it was a direct translation of an Arabic language collection of short stories, Ibra by Sayid Kutub, as revealed by the author in a brief introduction to the book. It is an instructive coincidence that Imamanci was created in Katsina College in early 1930s, and the subsequent novelists who promoted it were indigenes of Katsina!

Other Hausa prose fiction outputs in both the 1950s and 1960s continued the Imamian adaptive strategy, often adapting a foreign tale to a Hausa mindset, or directly translating from foreign sources. It became almost an article of faith that any Hausa prose fiction produced in the period must be an adaptation of a foreign tale. Thus Robin Hood, Twelfth Night, Animal Farm, Saiful Mul, Tanimuddari, Baron Manchausen, Hajj Baba of Isfahan were all directly translated from their original sources to Hausa with varying degrees of Imamism.

More significantly, the "famous five" 1933 Hausa novels provided templates for subsequent Hausa authors to recast the same stories in different formats. Almost all the five were thematically copied—media rip-off—by subsequent authors by merely changing the names and settings, but retaining the central core of similarities with the earlier tales—creating templates for internal globalization. Thus Nagari Nakowa (Jabiru Abdullahi, 1968) harked back at Shaihu Umar, while Tauruwaw Hamada (Sa'idu Ahmed, 1965) could be called Ruwan Bagaja Part II if it were a film. Similarly Da'u Fataken Dare (Tanko Zango, 1952) built up on the plot elements of Idon Matambayi (Muhammad Gwarzo, 1934) tale of brigandage, and Dare Daya (Umaru Dembo, 1973) with Jiki Magayi. Thus it started becoming clear that a new path to globalization was already emerging— intra-national influences; where a locally produced popular culture became appropriated and reenacted in the same locality. This, however, did not diminish the forcefulness of the global influences. Graham Furniss notes that the early Hausa novels were:

not facing West; if they face anywhere they face East, to India, Ceylon, Egypt, the Red Sea, and the lands where famous warriors travel on elephants into battle. It is there that the popular imagination goes transported by these stories, not as allegories of nation, but as extensions of and challenges to the notion of community (Furniss, 1998, p. 100).

This "eastern posture" remained consistent in the subsequent development of Hausa contemporary literature from 1980 when new Hausa writers emerged. With the vibrancy of revolutionary
global popular culture in the 1960s and 1970s, it was only a matter of time before the wind of transglobal media forces—especially new Hausa literature, music and film—would be felt on Hausa popular culture, effectively revolutionizing entertainment in a traditional society. It started with the new Hausa novelists.

**Media Technologies and Literary Appropriations**

After the turbulent years of the 1990s (see Adamu 2000, 2006 and Malumfashi 2005 for this turbulence), the 2000s brought with them newer Eastern focus to Hausa youth literature—midwifed by Eastern popular culture, especially Hindi films—in a number of ways. First, some of the writers who had hitherto used only general matrix of Hindi films rather than the film’s storylines directly, started appropriating specific Hindi films as the storylines of their novels. Table 2.1 shows some of the Hausa novels and their transglobal sources.

Table 2.1: Appropriated Hausa novels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Novel (author)</th>
<th>Media (type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Soyayya Gamon Jini (Ibrahim Hamza Ekduje)</td>
<td>Ek duje Le Leye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sarkakkiyar Soyayya (Mairo Yusuf)</td>
<td>Yeda da Raha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Rashin Sani (Bala Anas Babinlata)</td>
<td>Dostana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Alkawarin Allah (Bilkisu Aday Bayaro)</td>
<td>Romance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Raina Fansa (Aminu Abdu Na'irana)</td>
<td>Jeet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Wa Ya San Gobe (Bilkisu Funtuwa)</td>
<td>Silsila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anisa (Abubakar Ishaq)</td>
<td>Dil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Labarin So (Zuwaira Isa)</td>
<td>Gumrah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hamida (Maryam Kabir Mashi)</td>
<td>Dillage Liya Ke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Kawaici (Sadiya Garba Yakasai)</td>
<td>Dharkan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Biyu Babu (Abdullahi H. Yerima)</td>
<td>The Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Kallabi (Maje El-Hajec)</td>
<td>Samodara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mazan Fama (Shehu U. Muhammad)</td>
<td>Clash of the Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sharadi (Auwalu G. Danbarno)</td>
<td>James Hadley Chase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Idan Rana Ta Fito (Maimunatu Yaro)</td>
<td>A Lotus for Miss Blandish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Kai Da Jini (Nazir Adam Salih)</td>
<td>The Fast Buck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Bakar Alaka/Mugun Aboki (A. G. Danbarno)</td>
<td>Come Easy, Go Easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Aci Duniya Da Tsinke (Zuwaira Isi)</td>
<td>Death is Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Wayyo Duniya (Hafsat C. Sodang)</td>
<td>Sidney Sheldon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Secondly, book covers—themselves a source of religious condemnation (see Danjuma-Katsina 1993)—which in the early years (1985 to 1995) had more or less an idealized drawing of Hausa young women, started to show photos of either Hindi female film stars, or Chinese female models. This was actually stimulated by the open practice of appropriating Hindi films by Hausa video film industry—a process which Hausa novelists felt they could replicate on their book covers at least, if only to draw attention to the novels.

Third, in the new wave of Hausa literary Eastern focus, stories started to appear from 2000 with “sword and heroics” templates. Indeed almost all the stories in this sub-genre were direct translations of Persian epic tales. Typical examples of books covers reflecting this newer Eastern focus are shown below.
Chapter 3

Hindi Film, Media Technologies and Hausa Music

The Children of the Revolution: Music Maestro, Please

As in literature and video film, the modernization of Hausa music—as distinct from the indigenous acoustic instrument-based traditional music—owes a lot to catalytic forces outside the ethnic mainstream of Hausa traditional societies. The success of Hausa as a cosmopolitan language throughout Nigeria created, for performance artistes, a desire to reach Hausa audiences in their acts. The rationale for this was explained recently by Tony Tetuila, a Nigerian “Afro hip-hop” musician who explained:

I play Afro hip-hop. That is hip-hop from the African perspective. Why I play this type of music is because it is the music of my own generation. The only way our own kind of hip-hop can be accepted here is by infusing our own culture into it. That is why sometimes you hear us singing in Yoruba, Igbo or Hausa, so that people here can understand what we are saying. That is why we call it Afro-hip-hop (Interview published at http://www.stayaround.com/artist.html).

Such strategy had been as early as modern music in Nigeria, introduced into the Nigerian music scene by non-Hausa artistes such as I.K. Dairo and His Blue Spots (Tuwo Da Miya, Mu Taft Damaturu) in the 1960s. In Sudan the Hausa diva, Aisha Fallatiya, demonstrated the power of women in modern Hausa music with Muna Maraba da Sardauna Sakkwato, a welcome song composed for the then Premier of Northern Nigeria, Alhaji (Sir) Ahmadu Bello, the Sardauna of Sokoto on a State Visit to the country. Backed by the “sound of Sudan”—predominantly string quartet of sorts with an accordion, and as popularized by Sudanese male singers such as Hamza Kalas—Fallatiya’s lyrics—sung in Hausa, found a ready niche in the radio plays and urban clubs of northern Nigeria. Some musicians merely use Islamic iconography to appeal to Muslim Hausa club punters. For instance, Ofo & The Black
Company’s *Allah Wakbarr* (sic) as well as I.K. Dairo’s *Hungry for Love* endeared themselves to Hausa Muslim listeners due to their use of religious expressions. Ofo’s composition consists of repeated chanting of “Allah Akbar” accompanied by a scintillating funk guitar rhythm, while Dairo’s more sober high-life approach was captured in the initial start of *Hungry for Love* with the lyrics, “Wayyo Allah (Hau. Oh my God), I feel hungry, not for food, but for love” repeated over and over.

The 1970s brought more Hausa modern music principally from Ghana and Niger Republic. In Ghana Sidiku Buari—trained as a professional musician in the U.S.—pioneered the Hausa disco sound as in his debut album *Buari*—a composition straight out of Kool and the Gang, Ohio Players, The Fatback Band, Earth Wind and Fire, Chic and Brass Construction disco sound of the 1970s. This was sustained much later by Maurice Maiga with *Kudan Gida* (Hau. housefly) employing disco and highlife sound of Ghana and Togo. In Niger Republic Saadou released *Bori* (Hau. spirit possession) in 1992—earning him a name, as he subsequently became Saadou Bori. It was a mega success in northern Nigeria. Filled with heavy disco and Jazz rhythms, and with tracks sung almost entirely in Hausa language, it proved for Hausa musicians on both sides of the postcolonial divide that Hausa music can be “modernized”, indeed evidenced by the fact that in 1994 Saadou teamed up with Moussa Poussy and released an extended version of *Bori* as *Niamey Twice*.

In northern Nigeria modern Hausa music was pioneered by Hausa Christian entertainers such as Bala Miller & The Great Pirameeds of Africa and Sony Lionheart. With extensive Church training in the use of guitars and the organ, their preferred musical language was Hausa, if only to indicate that not all Hausa are Muslim and not all Hausa musical entertainment is based on Hausa indigenous instruments. Bala Miller’s compositions such as *Sardauna Macecinmu* (Sardauna our Savior) and *Karya Bata Ta Shi* (The lie does not last) and Sony Lionheart’s *Zaman Duniya* (This life) became club anthems particularly in Kano, Kaduna and Jos. These modern Hausa musical traditions were sustained in clubs by small bands around Jos and Kaduna such as The Elcados and Super Ants who although predominantly singing in English, nevertheless forayed into Hausa lyrics—all using what can be called domesticated Hausa soul music, with not a single indigenous instrument in sight.

The mainstream Hausa youth soon became consumers to these globalizing currents, preferring them, in most part over “the real” music from African American stars. This was caused by two factors. The first was the religious and cultural divide. The modernized “Hausa” music of non-ethnic Hausa was seen predominantly as “Christian” and “southern” Nigerian (*kade-kaden yan kudu*). Secondly, such musical adaptation appealed basically to club circuit patrons—an exclusive class of civil servants far removed from the street level reality of urban youth.

With “classical” Hausa musicians dead or dying (e.g. Shata, Dan Anace, Dan Kwairo, Jankidi, Narambada) and no heirs to take over their craft, a vacuum was created for the musical entertainment of Hausa youth. This, coupled with the fact that Hausa traditional music is seen as a lowbrow profession, made it almost impossible for new generation of young Hausa musicians to emerge, for as Smith (1959, p. 249) observed, the Hausa system of social status has:

three or four ‘classes’. Sometimes the higher officials and chiefs are regarded as constituting upper ‘class’ by themselves, sometimes they are grouped with the Mallams and wealthier merchants into a larger upper class. The lowest ‘class’ generally distinguished includes the musicians, butchers, house-servants and menial clients, potters, and the poorer farmers who mostly live in rural hamlets. The great majority of the farmers, traders and other craftsmen would, therefore, belong to the Hausa ‘middle-class’

Thus musicians occupying a lowbrow status as *maroka* (praise-singers) had the effect of discouraging the musicians from either training their own children into the craft—for it is considered an occupational craft—or even encouraging “students” to learn the craft and sustain it. A typical example is this response by Alhaji
Sani Dan Indo, a kuntigi musician who responded to a question on whether he wanted his children to succeed him:

Unless it is absolutely necessary. I definitely don’t want my son to become a musician. I have seen enough as a musician to determine that my son will really suffer if he becomes a praise-singer. You only do praise-singing music to a level-headed client, and it is only those who know the value of praise-sing that will patronize you. Those times have passed. I certainly would not want my own son to inherit this business. I would prefer he goes to school and get good education, so that even after I die, he can sustain himself, but I don’t want him to follow my footsteps, because I really suffered in this business. Therefore I am praying to Allah to enable all my children to get education, because I don’t want them to become musicians like me. (Interview with Sani Dan Indo, a Hausa popular culture kuntigi musician, Annur, Vol 1, August 2001. p. 48).

The arrival of African American youth popular music provided a musical focus for high school students in search of something more soulful, especially in the 1970s and 1980s. Leading the pack was disco. Starting as another variant of funky rhythm & blues, which had never lost its links to the dance floor, disco became the accepted alternative entertainment for increasingly urbanized Hausa youth. A few Motown hits pointed the way: Eddie Kendricks’ *Keep On Truckin*’ in August 1973 and Boogie Down (a key disco concept) in January 1974, plus The Jackson 5’s *Dancing Machine* a month later. The first disco hit as such was probably *Rock The Boat* by the Hues Corporation in April 1974. George McCrae’s *Rock Your Baby* in June was masterminded by KC (Harold Wayne Casey), who with his Sunshine Band would, starting in 1975, become the first disco superstar. The first hit actually to use the word “disco” in title or artist name was Disco Tex & The Sex-O-Lettes’ *Get Dancin’*, late in 1974.

With Van McCoy’s *The Hustle* providing the first disco dance craze in early 1975, the trend accelerated. German productions *Fly Robin Fly* by Silver Convention, *Love To Love You Baby* by Donna Summer, *Saturday Night Fever* soundtrack, were massive hits. Other stars that led the way from African American urban invasion to urban city clusters in Nigeria in the 1970s included Chic, Sister Sledge, Kool and the Gang, Ohio Players, Fatback Band, and The Meters. By 1980 the trend had started to fade, but most of the artistic works were still making rounds in radio stations throughout the country. In Kano various dance clubs emerged with the sole aim of reproducing the antics of Flashdance. In 1986 *Creative Dancers* of Kano emerged as dancers with street credibility mimicking the break-dance acrobatics shown on Soul Train and other African American flavored music programs. However, all this “Americanism” made the culturalist establishment uncomfortable, and this was reflected in the Kano State Government’s reaction to the airing of the American music show, Soul Train in 1983. A newly elected Governor of Kano State immediately banned the State-owned Television Station (CTV 67) from airing the show after being sworn-in on 1st October 1983. About three months later, on 31st December 1983, there was a military coup in Nigeria which toppled the civilian administration.

That very night CTV 67 reinstated the airing of Soul Train!

The fairly hostile attitude towards American entertainment ethos by the Muslim Hausa cultural establishment, and the open tolerance of Hindi films was responsible for providing young Hausa popular culture purveyors with the opportunity to appropriate Hindi popular culture into Hausa. Certainly American music would have been almost impossible to “clone”, principally because it requires musical skills with real instruments—a process almost impossible in Muslim Hausa societies as music is not in anyway, part of the curriculum or civic education. Creating the “Hindi” sound of multiple instruments was made possible by the availability of cheap synthesizers in the late 1980s. The path to this journey, however, started in playgrounds across northern Nigeria.

**Hindi Film Factor in Hausa Popular Music**

The next revolution in the globalization of the Hausa popular culture came with the introduction of the cinema in large urban clusters of Kano, Kaduna and Jos in northern Nigeria. Before the advent of commercially available Hausa video films in 1990, the
main cinematic interest of the Muslim Hausa of northern Nigeria was Hindi cinema brought to northern Nigeria by Lebanese distributors after independence from Britain in 1960. From 1945, when the first cinema, Rio (often called Kamfama, after the fact of its being located initially in a former French Military Confinement area, now Hotel De France) was opened in Kano, to 1960, film distribution was exclusively controlled by a cabal of Lebanese merchants who sought to entertain the few British colonials and other imported non-Muslim workers in northern Nigeria by showing principally American and British films.

Despite strict spatial segregation (from 1903 when the British conquered the territory to 1960), the British did acknowledge that the locals (i.e. Muslim Hausa) maybe interested in the new entertainment medium, and as such special days were kept aside for Hausa audience in the three theaters then available. The British, however, were not keen in seeing films from either the Arab world, particularly Egypt with its radical cinema, or any other Muslim country that might give the natives some revolutionary ideas. Indeed there was no attempt to either develop any local film industry, or even provide African-themed entertainment for the locals.

After 1960s there were few attempts to show cinema from the Arab world, as well as Pakistan, due to what the distributors believed to be common religious culture between Middle East and Muslim northern Nigeria. However, these were not popular with the Hausa audience, since they were not religious dramas, but reflect a culture of the Arabs. And although the Hausa share quite a lot with the Arabs (especially in terms of dress, food and language), nevertheless they had different entertainment mindsets, and as such these Arab films did not go down well.

The experimental Hindi films shown from November 1960 proved massively popular, and the Lebanese thus found a perfect formula for entertaining Hausa audience. Subsequently, throughout the urban clusters of northern Nigeria, namely Kano, Jos, Kaduna, Bauchi, Azare, Maiduquri, and Sokoto, Lebanese film distribution of Hindi films in principally Lebanese controlled theaters ensured a massive parenting by Hindi film genre and storyline, and most especially the song and dance routines, on urban Hausa audience.

Thus from 1960s all the way to the 1990s Hindi cinema enjoyed significant exposure and patronage among Hausa youth. Thus films such as Raaste Ka Patthar (1972), Waqt (1965) Rani Rupmati (1957), Dost (1974) Nagin (1976), Hercules (1964), Jaal (1952), Sangeeta (1950), Charas (1976), Kranti (1979), Dharmatama (1975), Loafer (1974), Amar Deep (1958) Dharam Karam (1975) and countless others became the staple entertainment diet of Hausa urban youth, as well as provincial cinemas. It subsequently provided a template for future young filmmakers.

The increasing exposure to entertainment media in various forms, from novels and tales written in Arabic, to subsequently radio and television programs with heavy dosage of foreign contents due to the paucity of locally produced programs in the late 1950s and early 1960s provided more sources of Imamanci (Imam's methodology of adaptation) for Hausa authors. The 1960s saw more a media influx into the Hausa society and media in all forms—from the written word to visual formats—were used for political, social and educational purposes.

One of the earliest novels to incorporate these multimedia elements—combining prose fiction with visual media—and departing from the closeted simplicity of the earlier Hausa novels, was Tauraruwa Mai Wutsiya by Umar Dembo (1969). This novel reflects the first noticeable influence of Hindi cinema on Hausa writers who had, hitherto tended to rely on Arabic and other European literary sources for inspiration. Indeed, Tauraruwa Mai Wutsiya is a collage of various influences on the writer, most of which derived directly from the newsreels and television programming (Abdullahi, 1978). It was written at the time of media coverage of American Apollo lunar landings as constant news items, and Star Trek television series as constant entertainment fodder on RTV Kaduna. The novel chronicles the adventures of an extremely energetic and adventurous teen, Kilba, with a fixation on stars and star travel, wishing perhaps to go
“boldly where no man has gone before” (the tagline from Star Trek TV series). He is befriended by a space traveling alien, Kolin Koliyo, who promises to take him to the stars, only if the boy passes a series of tests. One of them involves magically teleporting the boy to a meadow outside the village. In the next instance, a massive wave of water approaches the boy, bearing an exquisitely beautiful smiling maiden, Bintun Sarauta, who takes his hand and sinks with him to an undersea city, Birnin Malala, to a lavish palace with jacuzzi-style marbled bathrooms with equally beautiful serving maidens. After refreshing, he dresses in black jacket and white shirt (almost a dinner suit) and taken to a large hall to meet a large gathering of musicians (playing siriki or flutes) and dancers.

When the music begins—an integrative music that included drums, flutes, and other wind-instruments, as well as hand-claps; all entertainment features uncharacteristic of Hausa musical styles of the period—a singing duo, Muhammadul Waka (actually Kolin Koliyo, the space alien, in disguise) and Bintun Wake serenade their arrival in high-octave (zakin murya) voices, echoing singing duets of Hindi film playback singers, Lata Mangeshkar and Muhammad Rafi—the Bintun Wake and Muhammadul Waka of Tauraruwa Mai Wutsiya.

This scene, unarguably the first translation of Hindi film motif into Hausa prose fiction, and which was to give birth to Hindinization of Hausa video films, displays the author’s penchant for Hindi films and describes Hindu temple rituals; in Hausa Muslim music structures, timanai (priests) do not attend dance-hall concerts and participate. In Hindu culture, however, they do, since the dances are part of Hindu rituals of worship. The poster of one of the Hindi films that inspired the novel, as well as the cover of the novel itself are shown below.

Other Hindi films that lend their creative inspiration to the novel’s dancing scene included Hatimahai (1947) and Hawwa Mahal (1962) with their elaborate fairytale-ish stories of mythology and adventure.

However, although the Hindi cinema was popular, the actual process of going to the cinema to watch it was still associated with a furtive activity. In the first instance, and for some reasons undefined, the Muslim Hausa conservative society-considered cinema going a roguish activity that only the rowdy and troublesome (yan iska, which include drug users, prostitutes, loiterers, and other underbelly of the society) go to (Larkin 2002). Women were—and still are—definitely excluded; and if a woman did attend, then she was seen as a prostitute. Women and girls therefore had no entertainment except at home. This all changed, however, when in mid-1976 a television station, the Nigerian
Television (Network) Authority’s NTA Kano, was established. The network was also established in other States of the Nigerian federation.

Subsequently, the biggest boom for Hindi cinema in Northern Nigeria was in the 1970s when state television houses started operating and became the outlet for readily available Hindi films on video tapes targeted at home viewers. For instance, the NTA Kano alone screened 1,176 Hindi films on its television network from 2nd October 1977 when the first Hindi film was shown (Aan Banu) to 6th June 2003. At the time of starting the Hindi film appearance on Hausa television houses, young school boys and girls aged 7 or less became avid watchers of the films and gradually absorbed templates of behavior from screen heroes they thought share similar behavioral patterns. By early 1990s they had become novelists, moving to the home video arena towards the end of the decade.

Screen to Street—Hausa Adaptations of Popular Hindi Film Music

Hindi films became popular simply because of what urbanized young Hausa saw as cultural similarities between Hausa social behavior and mores (e.g. coyness, forced marriage, gender stratification, obedience to parents and authority, etc) and those depicted in Hindi films. Further, with heroes and heroines sharing almost the same dress code as Hausa (flowing saris, turbans, head covers, especially in the earlier historical Hindi films which were the ones predominantly shown in cinemas throughout northern Nigeria in the 1960s) young Hausa saw reflections of themselves and their lifestyles in Hindi films, far more than in American films. Added to this is the appeal of the soundtrack music, the song and dance routines which do not have ready equivalents in Hausa traditional entertainment ethos. Soon enough cinema-goers started to mimic the Hindi film songs they saw and hear during repeated radio plays.

Four of the most popular Hindi films in northern Nigeria in the 1960s and the 1970s, and which provided the meter for adaptation of the tunes and lyrics to Hausa street and popular music were Rani Rupmati (1957), Chori Chori (1956), Amar Deep (1958) and Khubie Khubie (1975).

The first of this entertainment cultural leap from screen to street was made by predominantly young boys who, incapable of understanding Hindi film language, but captivated by the songs in the films they saw, started to use the meter of the playback songs, but substituting the “gibberish” Hindi words with Hausa prose. A fairly typical example of street adaptation was from Rani Rupmati (1957), as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hindi lyrics</th>
<th>Hausa playground version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Itihaas Agar... (Rani Rupmati)</td>
<td>Ina su cibayyo ina sarki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itihaas agar likhana chaho,</td>
<td>Ina su waziri abin banza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itihaas agar likhana chaho Azaadi ke majmoon se</td>
<td>Mun je yaki mun dawo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chor) Itihaas agar likhana chaho Azaadi ke majmoon se</td>
<td>Mun samo sandan girna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To see khan upne Dharti ko</td>
<td>Ina su cibayyo in sarki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veroo tum upne khom se</td>
<td>Ina su wazirin abin banza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Har har har mahadev</td>
<td>Har har har Mahadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allahu Akbar</td>
<td>Allahu Akbar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Har har har mahadev</td>
<td>Har har har Mahadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allahu Akbar...</td>
<td>Allahu Akbar...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hausa translation—which is about returning successfully from a battle—actually captured the essence of the original song, if not the meaning which the Hausa could not understand, which was sung in the original film in preparations for a battle. The fact that the lead singer in the film and the song, a woman, was the leader of the troops made the film even more captivating to an audience used to seeing women in subservient roles, and definitely not in battles.

A further selling point for the song was the Allahu Akbar refrain, which is actually a translation, intended for Muslim audiences of the film, of Har Har Mahadev, a veneration of Lord Mahadev (Lord Shiva, god of Knowledge). Thus even if the Hausa
audience did not understand the dialogues, they did identify with what sounded to them like *Mahdi*, and *Allahu Akbar* (*Allah is the Greatest*, and pronounced in the film exactly as the Hausa pronounce it, as *Allahu Akbar*) refrain—further entrenching a moral lineage with the film, and subsequently “Indians”. This particular song, coming in a film that opened the minds of Hausa audience to Hindi films became an entrenched anthem of Hausa popular culture, and by extension, provided even the traditional folk singers with meters to borrow.

Thus the second leap from screen to street was mediated by popular folk musicians in late 1960s and early 1970s led by Abdu Yaron Goge, a resident *goge* (fiddle) player in Jos. Yaron Goge was a youth oriented musician and drafted by the leftist-leaning Northern Elements People’s Union (NEPU) based in Kano, to spice up their campaigns during the run-up to the party political campaigns in the late 1950s preparatory to Nigerian independence in 1960.

A pure dance floor player with a troupe of 12 male (six) and female (six) dancers, Abdu Yaron Goge introduced many dance patterns and moves in his shows in bars, hotels and clubs in Kano, Katsina, Kaduna and Jos—further entrenching his music to the moral “exclusion zone” of the typical Hausa social structure, and confirming low brow status on his music. The most famous set piece was the bar-dance, *Bansuwai*, with its suggestive moves—with the derriere shaken vigorously especially in a combo mode with a male and a female dancer.

However, his greatest contribution to Hausa popular culture was in picking up Hindi film playback songs and reproducing them with his *goge*, vocals and *kalangu* (often made to sound like the Indian drum, *tabla*). A fairly typical example, again from *Rani Rupmati*, was his adaptation of the few lines of the song, *Raati Suhani*, from the film, as shown below:

The Hausa lyrics was a sermon to his listeners, essentially telling them that they reap what they sow when they die and go to heaven (to wit, “if you are good, heaven is paradise, if you are bad, it is hell”). It became his anthem, and repeated radio plays ensured its pervasive presence in Muslim secluded households, creating a hunger for the original film song.

Another song, *Phool Bagiya*, from the same film was to be adapted by other folk musicians, as exampled by Ali Makaho in the following example:
Even cultured Hausa poets were not averse to borrowing a Hindi film meter to compose Hausa songs to make them more palatable to their audience. A further example is an adaptation of *Panchi Banu* from the Hindi film, *Chori Chori*, by a noted and well-respected Hausa political poet, Akilu Aliyu, as shown below.

**Panchi Banu** *(Chori Chori, 1956)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hindi lyrics</th>
<th>Hausa Adaptation, Akilu Aliyu (Poet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panchhi banu udati phiru mast gaagan mei</td>
<td>Sun yi shiri sun yi mitin sun hada kwamba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaj mein azaad huun duniya kii chaman mein</td>
<td>Wai za su kashe NEPU a binne su ci gumba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panchhi banu udati phiru mast gaagan mei</td>
<td>Sun yi kadan busu da iko su kashe ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaj mein azaad huun duniya kii chaman mein</td>
<td>NEPU dashe ne wada Allah Ya kafata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hillorii hillorii ...) o ... oho</td>
<td>Masu kufurtu su yi nama su yi huda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hillorii hillorii ...) o ... oho</td>
<td>Sai kaga an bar su wajen bare takanda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both the adaptations of the lyrics, the Hausa prose has, of course, nothing to do with the actual Hindi wordings. However the meter of the Hindi songs became instantly recognizable to the Hausa audience, such as those who had not seen the film went to see it. Since women were prohibited since 1970s from entering cinemas in most northern Nigerian cities, radio stations took to playing the records from the popular Hindi songs. This had the powerful effects of bringing Hindi soundtrack music right into the bedrooms of Hausa Muslim housewives who, sans the visuals, were at least able to partake in this transnational flow of media. It is hardly surprising, therefore that Hausa housewives became the most avid watchers of the Hindi films when they became available on video cassettes in the late 1970s.

**A Paradox: Islamic Hindinization of Soundtrack Music**

As noted earlier, the leap from screen to street was predominantly by boys who often get to sneak into the theaters (which allowed an extremely flexible interpretation of “adults” only) and watch the films. Girls had to rely on radio stations playing the soundtracks, and soon enough predominantly girl pupils from Islamiyya Schools (modernized Qur’anic schools) also started adapting Hindi music. However, instead of using the meter to sing usual playground plaza songs, they decided, at the instances of their teachers, to adapt the meters to singing the praises of the Prophet Muhammad in Hausa language. Some of the more notable adaptations are listed in Table 3.1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Song from Hindi Film</th>
<th>Hausa Adapted Islamic Song</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Izzaam (1954)</td>
<td>Manzona Allah Mustapha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Rani Rupmati (1957)</td>
<td>Dahaana Daha Rasulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mother India (1957)</td>
<td>Mukhtaru Abin Biyaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Aradhana (1969)</td>
<td>Mai Ya fi Ikhwana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The Train (1970)</td>
<td>Lale Da Azumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fakira (1976)</td>
<td>Manzona Mai Girma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Yeh Wada Raqa (1982)</td>
<td>Ar-Salu Macechina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Commando (1988)</td>
<td>Sayyadil Bashari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Qayamat Se Qayamat Tak (1988)</td>
<td>Sayyadil Akrami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yaraana (1995)</td>
<td>Mr Yi Yabansa Babu Kwaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dil To Pagal Hai (1997)</td>
<td>Watan Rajab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus Islamiyya Schools predominantly in Kano started using the meter of popular Hindi film soundtracks onto religious songs. An irony, considering that a lot of the Hindi songs they were adapting were tied to Hindu religion, with its multiplicity of gods, as opposed to the monotheism of Islam. These adaptations, which were purely vocal, without any instrumental accompaniment, were
principally in the 1980s during particularly the religious resurgence in northern Nigeria post-1979 Iranian Islamic revolution which provided a template for many Muslim clusters to re-orient their entire life towards Islam. Entertainment was thus adapted to the new Islamic ethos. Thus while not banning watching Hindi films—despite the fire and brimstone sermonizing of many noted Muslim scholars—Islamiyya school teachers developed all-girl choirs that adapt the Islamic messaging, particularly love for the Prophet Muhammad, to Hindi film soundtrack meters. The basic ideas was to wean away girls and boys from repeating Hindi film lyrics which they did not know, and which could contain references to multiplicity of gods characteristic Hindu religion.

Having perfected the system that gets children to sing something considered more meaningful than the substitution of Hindi words from film soundtracks, structured music organizations started to appear from 1986, principally in Kano, devoted to singing the praises of the Prophet Muhammad. These groups—using the bandiri (tambourine)—were usually lead by poets and singers. They are collectively referred to as Kungiyoyin Yabon Annabi (Groups for the Singing of the Praises of Prophet Muhammad). The more notable of these in the Kano area included Ussqaqul Nabiyi (established in 1986), Fitiyanul Ababu (1988), Ahawul Nabiyi (1989), Ahababu Rasulillah (1989), Mahabbatu Rasul (1989), Ashiratu Nabiyi (1990) and Zumaratul Madahun Nabiyi (1990). All these were lead by mainstream Islamic poets and rely on conventional methods of composition for their works, often done in mosques or community plazas (lsm'a ila 1994). Most were vocal groups, although a few started to use the bandiri (tambourine) as an instrument during their performance in Kano (Larkin 2004) and Sokoto (Buba and Furniss 1999). The bandiri itself has a special place in Hausa Muslim Sufi religious performances, a practice that often leads to controversies about the use of music in Islam, as well as the use of music in mosques during Sufi religious activities. As Brian Larkin (2004 p. 97) noted, Bandiri music grew and developed in an arena of overt conflict. Those who perform bandiri realize this is a controversial activity and that, as one told me, “You know religion in our country, one man's meat is another man's poison.” While many people are for it, others are bitterly opposed. This conflict does not just derive from the software of bandiri (the songs and the borrowing of them from Indian films) but the hardware itself (the use of the bandir drum) and its position as a symbol of Sufi adherence. The identification of bandiri with Sufism has made it deeply controversial in Nigeria, piggybacking onto the wider religious conflict that has pitted established Sufi orders against the rise of a new Islamist movement—Izala—and its intellectual leader, Abubakar Gumi.

The one group, however, that stood out in Kano was Kungiyar Ushaqu Indiya (Society for the Lovers of India). They are also devotional, focusing attention on singing the praises of the Prophet Muhammad, using the bandiri to accompany the singing. They differ from the rest in that they use the meter of songs from traditional popular Hausa established musicians, and substitute the lyrics with words indicating their almost ecstatic love for the Prophet Muhammad. Upon noticing that Islamiyya school pupils were making, as it were, a hit, with Hindi film soundtrack adaptations, they quickly changed track and re-invented themselves as Ushaqu Indiya and focused their attention on adapting Hindi film soundtracks to Hausa lyrics, singing the praises of the Prophet Muhammad. Some members of these groups migrated into the home video production. They included Dan Azumi Baba, Mudassir Kassim, and Sani Garba S.K. They became midwives to the use of Hindi film soundtracks in the Hausa home video film.

The Hausa youth obsession with Hindi films was further illustrated by the appearance in 2003 of what was possibly the first Hausa-Hindi language primer in which a Hausa author, Nazeer Abdullahi Magoga published Fassarar Indiyanohi a Saukake—Hindi Language Made Easy.
The covers of the books show the picture of the author, with Hindi film stars—including Amitabh Bachchan and Dhramendra—all in a montage within the map of India in the background. In the preface, the author, Nazeer Abdullahi Magoga, of Kano, states his reasons for writing the phrase book:

"How to Speak Hindi—in Hausa—Primer"

After expressing my gratitude to Allah, the main objective of publishing this book, Fassarar Indiyanchi A Saukake was because of how some Muslim brothers and sisters, both old and young, voice phrases and songs in Hindi language, not knowing some of these words were blasphemy and a mistake for a Muslim to voice out...Because of this, the author tries to remind and guide fellow Muslims, through research and consultations with experts in the Hindi language, in order to understand each word written in this book, so that people would be aware of the meanings of the words they voice out in Hausa language.

This book became all the more significant in that it is the first book in Hausa language that was the result of media parenting. It is thus through the book that the Hausa know the actual translation of some of the titles of 47 popular Hindi films such as Sholay (Gobara, fire outbreak), Kabhi-Kabhie (wani sa' in, sometimes), Agni Saksh (zazzafar shaida, strong evidence), Darr (tsoro, fear), Yaraana (abota, friendship), Dillagi (zabin zucya, heart's choice), Maine Pyar Kiya (na fada cikin soya ya, I've fallen in love) and others. It also contains the complete transliteration of Hindi lyrics translated into Roman Hausa, from popular films such as Maine Pyar Kiya and Kabhi-Khabie.

In an interview the author narrated how he became deeply interested in learning the Hindi language from watching thousands of Hindi films, and subsequently conceived of the idea of writing a series of phrase books on Hindi language. He started working on the first volume, Fassarar Indiyanchi in 1996, and when the Hausa video film boom started in 2000 he published the book. He has three others planned; a second volume of the books in which takes the language acquisition to the next level—focusing on culture and customs of India (or more precisely, Hindu). The other two books, still in the making are "song books", Fassarar Wakokin Indiya (Translations of Hindi Film Songs) in two volumes. Yet despite the availability of easier access to Hindi language, Hausa video film practitioners were more interested in using motifs and thematic structures from Hindi films, rather than learning what the Hindi words mean, so there was little working relationship between Magoga's work and the Hausa video film industry.

Screen to Screen—the Hausa Video Film Soundtrack

The Hausa video film industry started in 1990 with Turmin Danya from Tumbin Giwa drama group. Over the last 16 years (1990-2006), Hausa video films evolved three main characteristics, all borrowed heavily and inspired by Hindi cinema. In this way they differ remarkably from southern Nigerian films whose main focus was rituals, political corruption in the polity, Christianity, social
problems such as armed-robbery, and political issues such as resource control (Owebs-Ibie 1998, Haynes 2006).

The first motif in Hausa home video film is *auren dole*, or forced marriage. In these scenarios—reflecting outdated customs in a contemporary society, but nevertheless providing a tapestry to provide a good story—a girl (or in a few of the films, a boy) is forced to marry a partner other than their choice. This is a practice that is fast disappearing in Hausa traditional societies, especially with increase in a more strict interpretation of Islam brought about by post-1979 Islamic Revolution in Iran which had deep echoes in Muslim Northern Nigeria. This had led to the emergence of Islamic groups with a more orthodox, rather than traditional interpretation of Islam in modern African societies (Kane 1994, 2003).

The *auren dole* theme, however, remained a consistent feature of social life in the Middle East, Asia, including India as well as among Hindus in the diaspora, often leading to honor killings if family members suspect a daughter (rarely a son) has violated the family honor by co-habiting (no matter how defined) with a person not of their race, religion or class. It is because honor killings remained a strong force in Hindu life that Hindi filmmakers consistently latched on the forced marriage scenarios in their films to draw attention to the phenomena. Since it is a strong social message, Hindi filmmakers had to embellish their messaging with a strong dose of song and dance routines to create a bigger impact on the audience.

The second characteristic of Hausa video films is the love triangle—with or without the forced marriage motif. In this format, a narrative conflict indicating rivalry between two suitors (whether two boys after the same girl, or two girls after the same boy) is created in which the antagonists are given the opportunity to wax lyrical about their dying love for each other, and the extent they are willing to go to cross the Rubicon that separates their love. The fierce rivalry is best expressed through long song and dance routines, which indeed often tell the story more completely than the character dialogues of the drama. This closely echoes Hindi films; as Sheila J. Nayar (2003 p. 1) notes,

...the repeated mention of love songs might suggest all Hindi films must inevitably incorporate *pyar* ("love") into their storylines, even where it does not readily belong. As a result, the average Hindi film, which is three hours long and broken by an intermission, often feels narratively split, as well—with the first half devoted to the development of the love story, and the latter half to a crisis, more often than not one instigated by love's being threatened by some outside force (the family, another suitor, a call to war).

The love motif becomes an adaptation of *kishi*—co-wife rivalry—among Hausa wives. In a traditional Hausa Muslim household, a husband can marry up to four wives as allowed by Islam. However, in most polygamous households, a husband and two wives formation is more common than three or four wives. Co-existence in such polygamous situation is not without its tensions and dramas. Hausa film makers, merely pick up the elements of those dramas and tensions and reenact the polygamous household in their films.

It is precisely because of this fantasy play of two girls fighting for the love of a single person (in effect, two or more wives fight for the same husband) that Hausa video films are extremely popular with women, because they readily identify with the tensions portrayed in the storylines of the films. The youth factor is often taken care of by the display of exuberant sexuality in the films when showing a rivalry between two boys after the same turf—a girl, with each boy attempting to outdo the other in all respects (singing, dressing, macho posturing, "dude-nigga" factor). The plate below shows how the Hausa home video posters visually capture the conflict, and how the same is depicted in Hindi film poster, *Devdas*. 
Young Hausa filmmakers thus use the video media to express their rebellion at the tyranny of the Hausa traditional system that denies them choices of partners, and at worst, favors arranged marriages.

The third characteristic of the Hausa home video is the song and dance routines—again echoing Hindi cinema style. These are used to essentially embellish the story and provide what the filmmakers insist is "entertainment". Indeed in many of the videos, the songs themselves became sub-plots of the main story in which poetic barbs are thrown at each other by the antagonists. Indeed the strongest selling point for a new release of Hausa home video is hinged on a trailer that captures the most captivating song and dance scenes, not the strength of the storyline (which remains the same love triangle in various formations). A Hausa video film without song and dance routines is considered a commercial suicide, or artistic bravado undertaken by few artistes with enough capital to experiment and not bother too much with excessive profit.

Again this echoes the Hindi cinema Hausa video dramatists copy. As shown by Ganti (2002, p. 294) in discussing the role of the song and dance routines in Hindi films,

Rather than being an extraneous feature, music and song in popular cinema define and propel plot development, and many films would lose their narrative coherence if their songs were removed. Hindi filmmakers spend a great deal of time and energy crafting the song sequences, which play a variety of functions within a film’s narrative and provide the main element of cinematic spectacle. As one filmmaker states, "where an emotion becomes intense, usually a song helps to underline it. It also cuts away the need for verbalization through dialogue and creates a mood that cues the viewer in to the state of mind of the characters or the narrator."

This differs slightly from Hausa video films most of which have no narrative coherence with the songs. Indeed in Hausa films the song and dance routines are often pasted directly on the story and not a feature of the storyline. This does not bother either the producers or the audience; what matters is the lyrical power of the song, its philosophy, its structure and the costumes the singers (especially the girls) wear. Thus in Hausa videos, the song and dance are also central to the story, not the plot elements, as for instance shown by Taurari, Lugga, Aliyu and Gyale which virtually dispensed with the storyline by producing about four songs each in the video. Even "meaningful" art-oriented films such as Waraka were forced to have at least four songs to make them sell. Thus in Hausa films, as in Hindi films, songs are,

part of an elaborate system of allusions to, rather than explicit portrayals of, sexuality and physical intimacy in Hindi films as filmmakers navigate the perceived moral conservatism of their audiences, a swell as the representational boundaries set by the Indian state through its censorship codes. Songs are the primary vehicles for representing fantasy, desire, and passion, so any form of sexual activity in a Hollywood film would most likely be transformed into a song sequence in Hindi film (ibid).

Indeed the most commercially successful Hausa video films (e.g. Sangaya, Taskar Rayuwa, Salsala, Kansakali, Ibro Awilo, Mujadala), succeeded precisely because of their song and dance routines, rather than the strength of their storylines or their messages.
The first Hausa video films from 1990 to 1994 relied on traditional music ensembles to compose the soundtracks, with koroso (leg rattles) music predominating. The soundtracks were just that—incidental background music to accompany the film, and not integral to the story. There was often singing, but it is itself embedded in the songs, for instance during ceremonies that seem to feature in every drama film. The Hausa home video film to pioneer a change over to electronic music (in the sense of a Yamaha soft synthesizer melodies) was In Da So Da Kauna in 1994. The video was an adaptation of the best selling Hausa novel of the same title.

The initial soundtrack for the video was composed with Hausa indigenous musical instruments by the Koroso Entertainment ensemble housed at the Kano State History and Culture Bureau (HCB). It featured the Fulani sarewa, accompanied by drumming and a lalaje. It was this music that featured in the film when it was shown throughout cinema houses in northern Nigeria, as was the practice then.

However, when the video was screened at the Dawud Cinema in Maiduguri, Borno State, it was pirated, and soon enough a bootleg of the tape was making rounds in various markets in northern Nigeria. Ado Ahmed Gidan Dabino, the producer, was upset, but since there was little he could do, he decided to release his own official video of the home video in 1995, and also decided to include deleted scenes and other changes, as well as compose a different soundtrack, in order to make the second version as different from the bootleg version as possible. It was in the process of seeking a new sound for the home video that he came across Nasir Usman Ishaq Gwale, an artist with residency at the Kano State History and Culture Bureau (HCB).

Nasir had been given a toy, but fairly functional, Casio keyboard in 1985—when he was still in senior high school—by his brother, Bello Usman Ishaq, a resident graphic artist with the HCB. In the same year an African American researcher, Richard Donald Smith, a flutist and then a lecturer at the United Nations International School, New York, visited the HCB and was captivated by the enthusiasm with which Nasir used his Casio keyboard. The following year, in 1986, he brought a gift of Casio keyboard. The following year, in 1986, he brought a gift of Casio keyboard.

Nasir immediately started playing around with it and soon enough perfected it to further enrich his informal musical repertoire. When Nasir finished high school in 1986, he honed his skills, as it were, in music by forming a smallish ensemble that revolved around the Casio organ, providing an alternative form of “modern” (as opposed to traditional) entertainment for youth in and around Kano metropolis, mainly at functions, ceremonies and other social events. In 1988 he was employed as a resident artist at the HCB’s Performing Arts division and became resident musician and artist for the HCB. He attracted other young members of the HCB, such as Alee Baba Yakasai, Shuaibu Idris “Lilisco” (a former champion disco dancer) and Mukhtar Kwanzuma.

The HCB also plays host to other ensembles, particularly that formed by a school teacher who was trained in Sudan and who also formed a band based on Sudanese music styles—with a strong emphasis on accordion. One of their greatest hits was Halimatu Sadiya—an ode to a girl of the same name—which in the late 1980s changed the pattern of popular entertainment in Kano and made it clear that the future lies with organs and synthesizers, rather than traditional Hausa instruments, especially among the youth. All these contributed to enrich Nasir’s musical set pieces. Under the tutelage of his teacher at the Bureau, Musa Ahmed, and with help from his friends Mukhtar Kwanzuma and Shuaibu Idris “Lilisco”, also of the performing arts division, a more or less officially formed ensemble was formed by 1993.

When Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino was looking for a new sound to accompany the video release of In Da So Da Kauna, by then Nasir Usman Ishaq Gwale had become a well-sought after keyboardist and was commissioned to compose the soundtrack. It was this soundtrack that was used in the “official” video release of In Da So Da Kauna in 1995 (re-edited and re-released in VCD format in 2006). It was, therefore, the first Hausa home video with a transglobal music soundtrack.
Clearly seeing the future in keyboard music, Hamisu Lamido Iyan-Tama, an entrepreneur who was to become an actor and producer decided to invest in a music studio, and in 1996 a music and video film studio, Iyan-Tama Multimedia, was formed in Kano. Its first purchase was the Yamaha soft synthesizer series, starting with PSR-220. The studio then employed Nasir as a consultant musician with residency in the studio.

The Yamaha PSR-220 provided an instant appeal to a Hausa musician seeking ways to explore a combination of sounds without being hampered by the inability to play real traditional instruments. It also made it possible to do the impossible in Hausa music—produce a perfect blend of various instruments, thus breaking the monopoly of the single-instrument characteristic of traditional Hausa music. In so doing, it offers Hausa video film soundtrack artists the opportunity to approximate the creative space of Hindi film music, which they avidly copy.

This was made possible because Yamaha took actual instruments and digitally recorded them, thus giving the keyboard everything from the standard piano, to a jazz organ, to a distorted guitar, and even a full orchestra voice section. In addition, it features 99 voices to choose from (plus a drum kit).

In 1996 Dan Azumi Baba, a novelist and also a bandiri musician and singer in Kano, wrote a love song he called Badakala for two girls. Dan Azumi Baba said he was inspired not by Hindi films (of which he admitted to being an avid fan), but by Middle Eastern folklore of heroes such as Antar (which he learned from the popular street preacher, Kalaraw) who, it seemed also sung love serenades. In an innovative move, he decided to create a soundtrack for the songs with handclaps, hands beating a wooden bench, and eventually empty plastic storage jars ('jerrycans'). When he heard Ado Ahmad Gidan Dabino's modernized soundtrack for In Da So Da Kauna, he immediately got the musician, Nasir, to set music to the lyrics of Badakala. The resultant audio tape was meant to be sold in the markets as an independent new music production, and was to signal the emergence of new youth Hausa pop music (as contrasted to the traditional “classical” music).

The tape, however, was rejected by marketers in Kano. The main reasons were two. First it contained “kidan fiyano” (or piano music)—an instrument associated with the Church in northern Nigeria, and therefore avoided by Muslims. Secondly, Allah was mentioned in the lyrics to the song. To the marketers, this was akin to blasphemy—to utter the name of Allah in a piano music. The specific section of the “offending” lyrics are:

```
Ni Zainabu ke ce a raina
Ke ce hasken zucliyata
To Bismillah, za ni fara
Ba ni basira, ya Tabara
Zan wake gun masoyiyata
```

Oh, Zainabu, you are in my heart
You are the light of my heart
I start in the name of Allah
Grant me wisdom, Oh Allah—the Holy One
I am going to sing for my lover

The words, Bismillah (start in the name of Allah) and Tabara (the Holy), in a love song, accompanied by a “Christian” instrument, proved to the marketers a lack of respect for the Creator. Afraid of the possible backlash from the society, which could even lead to a full-scale religious riot, they rejected the tape. In Hausa society of northern Nigeria in the 1980s to 1990s, even the use of widespread bandiri in religious poetry by Sufi adherents, especially the Qadiriyya, was frowned at and often considered controversial, with different opposing camps of Muslim scholars debating the issue on a constant basis. A “piano” sound in an almost religious context simply muddled the issue further.

In order to cut down his loss, the producer of Badakala took the further innovative and historic move of converting the song into a screenplay for a video film of the same name. It marked the first time a song formed the basis of a video film in the industry and was to become a common pattern by 2004.

It is in this historical narrative that a path emerged and another one eclipsed. Badakala was composed as a central element to the storyline of the video film of the same name. It was not meant to be a soundtrack in the original sense of lending an aural accompaniment to the story. It was a sub-plot, and mini-opera on
its on, pasted onto the story, Hindi film style. It also had, for the first time, a boy and a girl singing to each other—introducing the mixed-gender element in Hausa popular music. Other forms of mixed-gender interactions were later introduced with the transformation of the Hausa video film to a Hindi film clone in 1995 with Mr. U.S.A. Galadima’s Soyayya Kunar Zuci, produced under the auspices of the Nigerian Film Corporation. The video film was based on the Hindi film, Mujhe Insaaaf Chahiye. Before its cinema release, it was premiered to a select private audience in a video store in Kano in 1995, and the overwhelming audience response was that it was too Hindi and too adult to be accepted in a Hausa culture as a video film; more so since it was also the first Hausa video film with body contacts between genders. This was probably what informed its non-release on video film since it was restricted to cinema showings only.

**Improvishments for a Piano and Voice**

The flexibility given by the PSR-220 thus enabled improvisations that would not have been possible with Hausa traditional orchestras. Significantly, it enabled a combination of sound samples whose outcomes clearly departed from the traditional definitions of Hausa sounds, even if retaining a digital sound-alike of Hausa instruments like bandiri (tambourine), flute (sarewa), ganga (drum), goge (fiddle) and others.

The turning point for Hausa home video film soundtrack was in 1999 when Iyan-Tama studios bought Yamaha PSR-730 keyboard. With a vast expanded range of Country, Jazz, Dance, Latin, Rock, Soul and Waltz, the PSR-730 opened up the doors to revolutionizing Hausa video film music. The first playback song to benefit from its superior range of sound samples was Sangaya from a video of the same title in 2000. Trailers of the home video, with the lead song, Sangaya being performed in the background—complete with choreography—immediately captured the imagination of Hausa urban audience, helped along by the inclusion of a whole array of instrument sound samples such as flute, tambourine and African drums. The music, and most especially the choreography, from the soundtrack catapulted the video into the charts of “big league” Hausa video films, and one of the most successful Hausa films of all time. Four years after its release, it still remained the definitive reference point for the emergence of Hausa home video film music.

The synthesizer business in Kano therefore blossomed. Iyan-Tama Multimedia studios purchased a higher Yamaha PSR-740 in 2001. By then other music studios had been established in Kano. These included Muazzat, Sulpher Studios, and in Jos, Lenscope Media. Sulpher Studios, in addition to Yamaha PSR-2100 also use Cakewalk Pro music software. This combination was catalytic in the creation of Hausa Technopop and Hausa Rap music genres.

The availability of these modern studios opened up a whole new range of services for individuals interested in music—not just home video producers. Thus Islamiyaa school pupils, who had hitherto remained vocal groups, joined in the act, and started using the Yamaha sound to record their religious poems, which are sold in the markets. In a fascinating cross fertilization of influences, the Islamiyaa school ensembles stopped using meters from Hindi film songs and started using the meters of Hausa video film soundtracks. Thus soundtracks from popular Hausa films such as Sangaya, Wasila, Nagari, Khusufi, were all adapted by Islamiyaa pupils, often with Arabic lyrics.

It is significant that in almost all Hausa video film soundtracks the songs are duets—a boy and a girl singing. Yet in the “Islamized” versions, it is only one voice—either a male or a female voice. The Islamic etiquette of not allowing mixed-gender social space formations effectively prevents a reproduction of the Hindi film soundtrack format in the Islamized versions, no matter how it arrived.

The success of Sangaya—the music tape, as well as the video film—sent a strong commercial message that singing and dancing can sell massively, especially if done with what the practitioners call a “piano”. It was at this point that the Hindi
cinema influence came to the fore in full force and a new crop of Hausa home video producers, quite intent on repeating the success of Sangaya, took over with Hindi film cinema storylines. In many cases, even the poster artwork was designed to reflect the Hindi film being cloned by Hausa filmmakers. An example is the poster for Hausa film, Khusufi, which was cloned as the Hindi film Taal.

FKD, Kano Film philosophy—cloning Hindi films, including posters

It is not all East, though. Quite a few of the Hausa video film producers would rather see their craft reflected in the sophistication of Hollywood, especially when the technology became available which would enable them to experiment. An example of this is Hafizu Bello's Qarni which cloned Arnold Schwarzenegger's 6th Day in both the poster artwork, as well as a fundamental premise of the Hollywood film to probe into another person's soul, as shown below.

This practice of preferring to mainly copy Hindi films into Hausa—and promoted by Hausanized non-ethnic Hausa filmmakers—bypasses the literary pool of Hausa writers that exist in Kano, Katsina, Minna, Kaduna, Sokoto, Zaria and other places in northern Nigeria. It creates an essential tension between Hausa creative writers and filmmakers, and even leads to the establishment of an online Scriptwriters Forum to attract the Hausa video film industry into buying original scripts. Paradoxically, the financial clout of the filmmakers sustains their ability to bypass Hausa scriptwriters; the preference for directly appropriating stories from Hindi films as a source for their films remains a strong practice.

The predominance of song and dance routines in Hausa video films is shown in Fig. 1 which indicates the numbers of Hausa video films with song and dance routines as a main element in officially registered Hausa video films from 1997 to 2001.¹⁶
The trend shows an increasing reliance on song and dance as selling points in the Hausa video film industry. Hausa video filmmakers who seek their inspiration from Hindi sources focus on the similarities between Hausa and Hindu cultures, rather than their divergences. As Brian Larkin (1997b p. 1) observed:

Hausa fans of Indian movies argue that Indian culture is “just like” Hausa culture. Instead of focusing on the differences between the two societies, when they watch Indian movies what they see are similarities, especially when compared with American or English movies. Men in Indian films, for instance, are often dressed in long kaftans, similar to the Hausa dogonwar riga, over which they wear long waistcoats, much like the Hausa palmaran (sic; falmaran). The wearing of turbans; the presence of animals in markets; porters carrying large bundles on their heads, chewing sugar cane; youths riding Bajaj motor scooters; wedding celebrations and so on: in these and a thousand other ways the visual subjects of Indian movies reflect back to Hausa viewers aspects of everyday life (Brian Larkin 1997b)(emphasis added). The same reference is also given in Larkin 1997a p. 413).

The perceived similarities between Hausa and Hindu cultures as shown in Hindi films are illustrated, not only by storylines, but also by poster art work which Hausa video film producers create to imitate an Hindi film as closely as possible, as illustrated by the posters for the Hausa video film, Daskin Da Ridi and Hindi film, Gazal.

Divergent Similarities: Hausa and Hindi film posters

Both leading actors in the posters wear similar dress, to accentuate the similarities between Hindi films and Hausa video film. As Brian Larkin (1997a p. 1) further noted from his fieldwork in Kano in the early 1990s,

In a strict Muslim culture that still practices a form of purdah, Indian movies are praised because (until recently) they showed “respect” toward women. The problem with Hollywood movies, many of my friends complained, is that they have “no shame.” In Indian movies, they said, women are modestly dressed, men and women rarely kiss, and you never see women naked. Because of this, Indian movies are said to “have culture” in a way that Hollywood films seem to lack. The fact is that Indian films fit in with Hausa society. This is realized by Lebanese film distributors, and Indian video importers as well as Hausa
fands. Major themes of Hindi films, such as the tension between arranged and love marriages, do not appear in Hollywood movies but are agonizing problems for Nigerian and Indian youth.

In their desire to replicate Hindi films as closely as possible in the appropriated versions, Hausa video producers had to rely on the synthesizer to enable them to create the complex polyphony of sounds generated by the superior musical instruments and used the composition of Hindi film music.

While a lot of the songs in the Hausa video films were original to the films, yet quite a sizeable are direct appropriations of the Hindi film soundtracks—even if the Hausa main film is not based on a Hindi film. This, in effect means a Hausa video film can have two sources of Hindi film "creative inspiration"—a film for the storyline (and fight sequences), and songs from a different film. Table 3 shows some of the more notable Hausa video films that have been "inspired" by Indian films, from a sample of more than 120 appropriations (Adamu 2007).

Table 3.2: Hausa Home Video Indian Film Inspirations/Appropriations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Hausa Film</th>
<th>Hindi Inspiration</th>
<th>Element Copied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Al'ajabi</td>
<td>Ram Balram (1980)</td>
<td>Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Aliqaa</td>
<td>Suhag (1940), Mann (1999)</td>
<td>Songs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Cuta</td>
<td>Qurban (1998)</td>
<td>Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Da Wa Zan Kuka</td>
<td>Dil To Pagal Hai (1997)</td>
<td>Song</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Dafa'i</td>
<td>Ghayal (1990)</td>
<td>Storyline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Ibro Dan Indiya</td>
<td>Mohabbat (1997), Rakshak</td>
<td>Songs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some cases the Hausa video filmmakers fall over themselves in copying a Hindi film. For instance, Nagin (1976) a Hindi film (which itself was ripped-off by Bollywood from a Pakistani film of the same name) was copied into Maciiyaa (snake) and Kubuwwa (cobra) by Hausa filmmakers. Thus beside providing templates for storylines, Hindi films provide Hausa home video makers with similar templates for the songs they use in their videos. The technique often involves picking up the thematic elements of the main Hindi film song, and then substituting with Hausa lyrics. Consequently, anyone familiar with the Hindi film song element will easily discern the film from the Hausa film equivalent. Although this process of adaptation is extremely successful because the video film producers make more from films with song and dances than without, there are often dissenting voices about the intrusion of the new media technology into the Hausa film process, as reflected in this letter from a correspondent:
I want to advise northern Nigerian Hausa film producers that using European music in Hausa films is contrary to portrayal of Hausa culture in films (videos). I am appealing to them (producers) to change their style. It is annoying to see a Hausa film with a European music soundtrack. Don’t the Hausa have their own (music)? The Hausa have more musical instruments than any ethnic group in this country; so why can’t films be produced using Hausa traditional music? Umar Faruk Asarani, Letter page, Film, No 4, December 1999, p. 10.

Interestingly, other musical sources are often used as templates. Thus a Hindi film template can often have songs borrowed from a totally different source. Ibro Dan Indiya, for instance, with has an adaptation of a song from Mohabbat, contains an adaptation of a composition by Oumou Sangare, the Malian diva, Ah Ndiya which was appropriated as Malana Dumbaru in the Hausa video film.

By 2006, the Hindi film music template has become so pervasive that it has been adopted as a marketing strategy by major firms in northern Nigeria selling various products. Thus radio jingles and advertisement slots came to be characterized by the “fiyano” sound, and in almost always a duet between a boy and a girl advertising a variety of goods and services from spaghetti to airline tickets. This revolution in marketing was facilitated by the emergence of new independent FM radio stations in major cities. For instance, Kano saw the arrival of Freedom Radio (which was more aggressive in promoting the Hausa film soundtrack in that it even has a commercial studio complete with “modern” instruments for sub-letting), Pyramid Radio, and in Kaduna Radio Nagarta was established as the predominant voice “of the youth” to counter the perceived conservative fare of the Radio Kaduna.

Thus the establishment of the Hausa video film industry brought with it new forms of Hausa musical reproduction that radically differs from traditional orientations of Hausa traditional music (kidan gargajiya). Generally, African traditional music, according to Aning (1973 p. 16) is

...that music which is associated with traditional African institutions of the pre-colonial era. It is the music that has survived the impact of the forces of Western and other forms of acculturation and is therefore distinct in idiom and orientation from the music belonging to contemporary popular and art music. This definition can be stretched to include traditional recreational music.

However, the rigid structure of Hausa traditional musical melodies that rely on virtually a single acoustic instrument and often single pattern (even if there are other instruments in an ensemble), coupled with more global keyboard synthesizers and music software offering the sounds of multiple instruments in one convenient package (and without the necessary burden of having to learn to play a variety of acoustic instruments) created the perfect portal for the creation of what can be called Hausa Technopop music. Thus, as Aning (1973 p. 22) further points out, African contemporary music is comprised of

...two main types, the popular and the art types. Undoubtedly designed to fill the vacuum created by the apparent alienation of most African youths from their traditional music, the popular type is the modern counterpart of the traditional popular music. We often see in this music an unusually heavy amount of Western musical mannerisms, even though the composers may make an effort to give their music an African rhythmic touch. There are several ways that composers may mix African and Western music languages. Frequently, for example, an essentially Western instrumentation is used with “drops” of instruments of African origin. Such is the High Life music of West Africa, whose ensembles now comprise Western guitars and other string instruments, brasses, a few woodwinds, the electronic organ and a jazz percussion.
This modernization principle was taken to the next level by urbanized Hausa youth in the 2000s when the Hausa video film industry introduced song and dance routines as standard filmic elements in storytelling. The musical production was facilitated by the availability of cheap keyboards such as the portable Yamaha PSR keyboard synthesizer series which dispensed even with the traditional guitars and church organs often associated with the modern African music. What emerged subsequently was a virtual army of musicians and studios throughout northern Nigeria with young musicians experimenting with the various sound samples stored in the keyboards until a tune is created that can be stored and sequenced into a full composition.

Thus the availability of what Umar Farouk Jibril calls “small technologies” (Jibril 2003) created a completely new genre of Hausa modern music which quickly evolved from one format into another within just five years (2000-2005). From 2000 to 2006 about four distinct forms of modern Hausa music genre emerged.

Hausa Soundtrack Music
The first was the Hausa Soundtrack music, pioneered and dominated by Apolos Aregu Dengu, Muntari Musa Kwanzuma, Alee Baba Yakasai, Ibrahim Danko and their Yamaha PSR series of soft synthesizers. It is the sound that identifies virtually all the songs of Hausa video films. Characterized by almost always a mixed gender duo – with alternating male and female voices reciting love odes to each other. Although more than possibly 1000 Hausa video film soundtrack songs had been recorded, yet the male voices were mainly those of Sadi Sidi Sharifai, Mudassir Kassim, Nura Yakub, Yakubu Mohammed or Sani Danja. The female vocals were usually voiced by Maryam “Sangandali” Mohammed, Rabi Mustapha (aka the “Hausa Lata Mangeshkar”), Fati B. Muhammad, Maryam Muhammad Danfulani, Jamila Sadi, Zulai Abdullahi, Zainab Muhammad Umar, Jamila Sa’id Ibrahim and Hadiza Aminu. For each of these Hausa vocalists, there is always a studied attempt to mimic the voice patterns – including the soprano and alto voices of the females – of popular Hindi film music background singers.

Hausa Glocal Music Appropriation
The second modern Hausa music genre was what I term Hausa Glocal music. This was a natural evolution from the Hausa film soundtrack music and was championed mainly by Alee Baba Yakasai on synthesizer and Hausa Film Soundtrack lyricist Sadi Sidi Sharifai. This relies on Alee Baba’s synthesizer to appropriate music from other local, national or transnational sources and reproduce them with Sadi providing the Hausa lyrics, often with a gambara-like (comedic) intention. Sadi has done such “treatment” to over 50 songs. A typical example is the following rendition of the reggae anthem, “Stand Up for Your Rights” originally by Peter Tosh, although more popularized by Bob Marley and the Wailers:

In almost all cases, the appropriations consisted of using the melodies of the original songs and creating Hausa lyrics to them. Interestingly enough, Sadi Sidi Sharifai mimics the voice of Rabilu Musa Danlasan, a Hausa video film comedian with the stage name of Dan Ibro for the appropriated songs. This was designed to create a maximum audience appeal, as the comedian was very popular to Hausa video film audiences.

Hausa Technopop – Pulsating the Dance Floor
The third form of modern Hausa music, again based on synthesizers and computer music generating software, is Hausa Technopop. This a dance-oriented party type of computer and synthesizer generated rhythm over layered with both Hausa and English lyrics, often within the same song. In this process, Hausa Technopop musicians merely copy their southern Nigerian counterparts such as Eedris Abdulkarim, African China,
Plants, Boiz, D'Banj, Black Face, Paul Play, P-Square, 2Face Idibia, Ruggedman - although most of the southern Nigerian musicians prefer to see themselves as rap artistes. Due to lack of record deals and specific recording companies, Hausa Technopop musicians were by, 2006, still in what I call the "demo mode". This consists of a lyricist going to a studio with a song, asking the resident musician to listen to the song and compose a tune based on the rhyme of the song. Eventually some music is attached to the song and it is recorded on tape and on CD as well as MP3. It is the latter that is passed around club circuits and FM stations.

The first Hausa Technopop CD was Abdullahi Mighty's *Taka*, released on Paul Eni's De-Hood Records Kano in 2005. It contains 13 tightly composed and arranged tracks which revealed the formal musical training of Paul Eni who was the arranger, composer, producer and eventually the marketer of the CD.

Aimed squarely at the commercial side of the music industry, it attained its success through its adoption of Technopop matrix over layered with a thin veneer of Hausa Soundtrack Music format. This was effectively done via the mixed gender songs that accompanied almost every track on the CD — Hindi film style. This format of presenting Hausa Technopop music was followed by others.

Abdullahi Mighty — *Taka*

*Soyeyya Natashi* (sic; Hau. Soyayya Na Tashi) which features other Hausa and Hausa-speaking DJs based in Kano, such as B-Slee, Soklems, T-Fresh, and Kdub. The CD is straight out of Aaliyah range, with artistes even adopting the same accent as African American artistes as well as nicknames to appear more authentic to Hausa listeners used to 2Pack, Snoop Doog, DMX, 50 Cents etc. Interestingly, Soultan Abdul's *Amarya da Ango*, also in 2006 (featuring his biggest hit, *Halimatu Sadiya*) from Kaduna was as sober straightforward Hausa Technopop as could be. Jeremiah Gyang is not Hausa, but speaks the language fluently and on his immensely popular CD (which was in the Israel top 10 in November 2005 according to the publicity blurb) about five of the songs (from 10) were Hausa Christian gospel. The title track, *Na Ba Ka! (Yesu Na Ba Ka Zuciyana)* (I surrender my soul to you Jesus) is a declaration of total submission to Jesus, while *Ban Da Kai (Ya Yesu Ni Ban Da Rai)* (Without you Jesus, I am not living) is another rendition of faith in Jesus as savior.

With the increase in democratic political activities gearing towards multiparty elections in 2007, a new music trend started to emerge among urban Hausa youth. Young men (rarely women) with a feel for music started going to the increasing number of music studios in Kano to record a song praising a particular politician. Thus a new genre of songwriters appeared called *Mawakan 'Yan Siyasa* (singers for politicians). It is basically the classic Hausa roko (praise-singing) so beloved of Hausa traditional musicians such as Shata and Dan Anace, but elevated to a modern platform of Yamaha synthesizer and FruityLoops drum beats. Such unsolicited tracks are then taken to the politician in question (who is always running for one political post or other), and if it catches his fancy, he will provide some "honorarium" to the singer, and pay for the song to be played on the radio as part of his campaign jingle.

In December 2003 a new FM radio station, Radio Freedom (Muryar Jama'a – community voice), was opened in Kano. Not the first (that slot was taken by RayPower FM in 2000), but certainly the most popular, the station had within two years (2004-2006) proved catalytic in showcasing the increasing pool of Hausa Technopop stars that started emerging. These were lead by Bello

---

Menne 710 became the first female Hausa-speaking Technopop artist, releasing her first CD in 2006, *Soyeyya Natashi* (sic; Hau. Soyayya Na Tashi) which features other Hausa and Hausa-speaking DJs based in Kano, such as B-Slee, Soklems, T-Fresh,
Ibrahim, with the stage name of Billy-O. His demo, *Rainy Season*, received massive airplay from Freedom Radio in 2005. Its appeal to young urban audience was in its combination of English - starting in Hausa and ending almost each word in the line with an English word that captures a particular emotion. For instance, excerpts from the song include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English Word</th>
<th>Hausa Word</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confusing</td>
<td>Farkon ganiki na yi wo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>squeezing</td>
<td>Sai da zuciyata ta yi ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raising</td>
<td>Sai da temperature ta tai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poison</td>
<td>Ni ko so nake a san ina da</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reason</td>
<td>Reason na farko kina da kyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dressing</td>
<td>Reason na biyu kullunki san ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weaving...</td>
<td>...Oh rainy season</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The song, *Rainy Season*, if anything created a higher profile for Hausa Technopop and led to the emergence of more independent - not attached to the Hausa video film industry - lyricists and musicians.

The competition and contempt with which the rising Hausa Technopop musicians treat Hausa Soundtrack lyricists and musicians was brought to fore in one of the biggest selling CDs in 2007 - *Shaba*, by Kabiru “Shaba” Sharifai, a resident session musician-turned lyricist at Sulpher Studios Kano. In the track *Fati* (itself ironically enough a homage to a Hausa video film star, Fati Bappa Fagge, most famous for her singing routines in Hausa video films) Shaba sarcastically sang:

Shaba mai golden voice  
Na daramma mai muryar kare,  
Wani mai wakar hanci  
Kai idan yana waka  
Kamar an kunna injin markade,  
So na ke ka fito fili  
Ka nuna yau da ni za kai biki,  
In ma rokon Allah  
Sai ka zarma dan banzan gari...

Shaba, with golden voice  
I am superior to he who barks like a dog  
He who sings with nasal tone  
As if in a ceremonial ululation  
See, when he is singing  
He sounds like a milling engine  
I want you come out in the open  
And challenge me if you dare  
And I will pray to Allah  
To turn you into a guttersnipe

Clearly referring to Sadi Sidi Sharifai who adopts an almost transvestite voice in his Hausa video film soundtrack and glocal appropriations, this song serves to emphasise the rising profile of Hausa Technopop artistes in 2007, at a time when the Hausa video film industry, the main template for Soundtrack music, seemed to be in decline.

Hausa Rap

The availability of new forms of musical reproduction, coupled with the massive popularity of American hip-hop and rap music meant it was only a matter of time before Hausa musicians also got the act. As Catherine Powell (1991 p. 245) noted,

Originating in New York City in the late 1970s, rap - a form of popular music that entails talking, or “rapping,” to a rhythmic musical background - has proved to have wide appeal and staying power. Words and rhythm are the heart of rap. A vocalist (or vocalists) tells a story set to syncopation, and a disc jockey (DJ) provides the rhythm with a drum machine or by “scratching” on a turntable (rapidly moving a record back and forth under the needle to create rap’s famous swishing sound). Rap lyrics concentrate primarily on the contemporary African American experience, and the music is aimed at a market consisting primarily, but not exclusively, of African American youth.
Closely associated with the development of rap as a lyrical genre is hip-hop as a life style of the rapper. As Power (1991) further contends,

"The terms “rap” and “hip-hop” can be used interchangeably. Hip-hop refers to the beat of the music and rap to the rhythmic talking over the beat. Rap has three classifications: (1) “quick rap” (one rapper talks to another) (2) “life-line” or “hard-core” rap (containing explicit lyrics); and (3) “commercial rap” (hip-hop and dance rap) (p. 245).

In the US, the wake-up call for rap as a distinct African American youth musical genre was the release of The Fatback Band’s King Tim III (Personality Jock) in 1979, followed a few weeks or months (depending on whose account you read on the web) by Sugar Hill Gang’s Rapper’s Delight.

Within a decade rap had become a world music genre - uprooted from its African American roots and transplanted to various cultures around world which youth using its patterns to send out various messages to their communities from mid-1980s to late 1990s (McClure 1998, Mitchell 2002) creating a massive pool of rap adaptations in countries as diverse as Jamaica (Marshall 2003), France, Italy and New Zealand (Mitchell 2000), Cuba (Fernandes 2003), Tanzania and Malawi (Fenn and Perullo 2000), Tanzania (Perullo 2005), Brazil (Osumare 2005), United Kingdom (Dyck 2003), Japan (Wells and Tokinoya 1998), France, Germany, Spain, Greece and Italy (Androutsopoulos and Scholz 2003) and Israel (Mitnick 2003). As Cutler (2003 p. 213) quoting Alim (2002a) noted,

Hip-hop is not and never was exclusively black, yet the urban African American experience is central to its message and reflective of the fundamental role African Americans have had in its creation. Many young people around the world who are marginalized due to their ethnicity or class have adapted the metaphor of the black struggle in the United States to their own battles against racism and authoritarianism (Alim 2002a).

Consequently, hip-hop became uprooted also from its Black association and became adopted by a wide range of white rappers.
Some, like X-Man Sarari use truly innovative strategies to reach out to their young audience. X-Man's debut demo, *Corruption*, uses a raga-beat and laments about the endemic corruption in Nigerian polity – ending each line in the song with the word corruption, or a rhyming word.

_Nuhu and X-Man Sarari_  

New Harvest, First Gathering – Aspiring Hausa rap stars

Minor Mistake - whose youngest member was 9 years old - released *Mace Mai Zarin Miji* (the woman who is insolent to her husband), an ironic composition from a band whose average was 18. Nevertheless, sung in a rapid-fire rap patois, it had the engaging quality of attracting attention from adult audience to their lyrics urging obedience to the matrimonial vows.

Lacking specific professional training in the use of actual musical instruments, these Hausa new age rap artistes rely heavily on a coterie of computer musicians spread across some eight recording studios in Kano using music software such as Cubase, Cakewalk Pro, Sound Forge and FruityLoops—all available as pirated full version copies (with cracks, serials or keygens) for less than $US4.00 on mega-compilation CDs from Malaysia and Indonesia, and imported by resident Lebanese merchants—accompanied by increasing use of Yamaha keyboards (or what they call “fiyano”).

The most successful Hausa rapper, however, was Billy-O, already a high profile Technopop singer teamed up with studio musician Shaba (Kabiru Shariff) to produce *Billy Tibani*, a comedic rap song about a young man who went, penniless, to a traditional restaurant for a meal of Tibani (bean pudding garnished with jalapeno and peanut oil). However, while Shaba decided to stick to the Technopop party-formula, Billy-O foraged ahead to establish himself as a hardcore rap artiste, using other session musicians.

_Kano Riders_  

High profile Hausa rap artistes

Kano Riders acquired a high, international status, when they collaborated on their demo track, *Rayuwa Cikin Kunci*, with a member of the most successful Nigerien rap group, Lakal Kaney in 2005. Seeking to take their craft outside Kano region, they soon started collaborating with a local kukuma (fiddle) ensemble to provide musical backing for their rap lyrics, which could make them the first rap act to use traditional music as their main musical template.

Thus, in the same way Abubakar Imam glocalized Eastern literature into Hausa, Abdullahi Mighty, Sadi Sidi Sharifai and Billy-O, using FruityLoops soft synthesizer, re-created World music template overlying it with Hausa lyrics. The new globalized
space clearly has no room for traditional Hausa instruments in contemporary Hausa popular culture. Ironically the presence of Hausa rap did not, in any way, diminish the massive popularity of mainstream American hip hop artistes in urban clusters of northern Nigeria, with latest pirated CDs available for less than US$2.00 at street corners. It did, however, enhanced the variety available. In fact I would argue that the increasing availability and popularity of Hausa rap music was more to counteract the increasing encroachment of rap music from southern Nigeria by Hausa-speaking rap artistes, than to counter the flow of mainstream African American rap music in northern Nigeria.

Chapter 4

Hausa Islamicate Environment and Popular Culture

Reaction: Hausa Popular Culture and Renegotiations of Hausa Private Space

The biggest and loudest reaction to the transformations in Hausa popular culture was in the video films. While there were protests here and there about the storylines in the novels that emerged from 1980 to 2000—and mainly from school teachers who complained that the novels were preventing school girls from concentrating on their studies (however, see Malumfashi 1992a, 1992b; Abubakar, 1999) only printers of the books and often the Association of Nigerian Authors (ANA) Kano branch actually took censoring steps towards curbing what were seen as either sexual excesses (e.g. the banning of Matsayin Lover (Lover’s Stand), a lesbian themed novel by Alkhamees Bature Makwarari by ANA), or cultural misplacement (e.g. the explicit ban on any European or Eastern pictures of males or females on covers of Hausa novels from 2005). The civil society, the religious establishment and the State machinery, for the most part ignored the writers. The poster from book printers/publishers in Kano warning authors to desist from using foreign images on their covers is shown below.

\[
\text{Northern Nigerian Publishers Association (NONPA)}
\]

Sannarwa daga P. R. O.
Abdullani Mukhtar Y. Mallam
Warning Globalizing Hausa authors, Kano, 2006

There was less vitriolic reaction to the modernization of Hausa music, or the dominance of non-ethnic Hausa in modernizing Hausa music. It seemed to have been accepted by both “nationals” (ethnics) and “transethnics” (non-ethnics and settlers) that indigenous traditional music would always be the preserve of ethnic Hausa, while modern music, with roots in Church music, would be more urban, cosmopolitan and transnational—attacting other “nationalities” in its production and distribution. The religious establishment—the main litmus test of the acceptability of a popular culture in the Islamic polity—could not, in any event, afford to come out explicitly to condemn music as an entertainment medium, principally because of the reliance of Sufi brotherhoods (both the Qadiriyya and Tijaniyya) on music as necessary part of their rituals. Condemning secular music might as well extend to religious music. The government ignored music because it was not seen as a threat by any section of the society, particularly religious bodies; so no regulatory mechanism was created to control any musical genre in the Muslim areas of northern Nigeria. However, with Hausa rap lyrics urging open sex and incest (e.g. Abdullahi Mighty’s Sanya Zobe), and Hausa-speaking girls rapping about being “into you” and “get your weed on” (Menne 710’s Into You), it would be only a matter of time before the societal censorship mechanism begins to focus attention on Hausa rap lyrics.

Also when the Shari’a was re-instated from 2000 in northern Nigeria, some states took exception to music and dancing, particularly in mixed gender companies and issued decrees banning not only inter-gender mixing in public spaces, but the very process of music itself. States with this decree, however, were very few. According to Jean-Christope Servant’s (2003) report for Freemuse, only Jigawa and Katsina actually took the steps of banning essentially traditional music by traditional performance artistes at weddings and other ceremonies. Zamfara, which ignited the re-introduction of the Shari’a banned non-religious music immediately after the Shari’a announcement, but revoked the ban in January 2006 when the Government needed the support of the youth at a rally. According to one report,

At the party which lasted till 2 a.m. of Sunday 15th January (2006), the governor, his three wives, spouses of all the traditional rulers in the State, members of his cabinet, the Head of Service and his permanent secretaries and their wives allegedly cavorted openly with tightly clad women at a party to which over ten local artistes performed to the joy of Prince of Bakura (the Governor of Zamfara State) and his family. They got so drunk with merriment that they gave out seven cars to one musician alone, named Sirajo Mai Asharalle. Other musicians who got more than three cars each included Hajiya Barmani Choge, Audu Inka Bakura, Mande Marafa and scores of women musicianes (‘Zamfara: How N2.1 bn was looted in 6 months’, lead story in Desert Herald (Kaduna), Vol 1 No 6, January 2006 p. 2).

When Hausa video films established themselves as credible literary sources and focal points for defining Hausa popular culture for thousands of Hausa youth, critical attention started to shift to the new visual form of entertainment. Indeed from about 1990 up to 1999 there was no critical public reaction to the video films since most of the film fare in the period was more or less an extension of TV drama templates—focus attention on family conflicts and upholding traditional family values. It was when the filmmakers started to focus on the female as an erotic icon in what Laura Mulvey (1975) refers to as the male “filmic gaze” that critical reaction started. Two strands led to this state of affairs—exploration of the family conjugal space, and the reenactment of the erotic elements of female in song and dance routines that are mandatory in commercial Hausa video films.
The first point of clash between the new, transnational cinematic techniques in Hausa video films and Muslim Hausa traditional values was in the way some of the mid-2000s Hausa video films started exploring the dynamics of the sexuality of Hausa family conjugal life. In this process, the storylines included specific scenes with bedroom encounters, often including semi-nude actors in sexually suggestive poses on the same bed. The first two Hausa video films to explore this were *Alhaki Kwikwiyo* and *Saliha?* The various scenes from each of the three video films is shown.

In each of the two scenes, intimate moves were made by both the genders towards other which ended in a sexual activity in the story. This led to a critical reaction from the audience. For instance, when *Alhaki Kwikwiyo*—dealing with petty jealousy among co-wives of a rich merchant, and who compete for his sexual favors—was released it caused some furor due to its too many “adult” scenes, making some critics to label it “butsa” (obscene). As one viewer angrily wrote in the letters page of *Fim*,

I want to talk about the video, *Alhaki Kwikwiyo*... it is clear this film sets out deliberately to corrupt the upbringing of our children because of nudity and (soft) pornography in it... no right thinking person, especially if they know what it contains, would buy the film for his family due to the obscene scenes in it... *Alhaki Kwikwiyo* bai dace ba (*Alhaki Kwikwiyo* is not proper), Alhaji Rabi'u Uba, Unguwar Zango, Kano, *Fim*, Letters page, March 2000 p.9.

Similarly, when *Saliha?*—dealing with an apparently pious Muslim girl constantly clothed in the Muslim head covering of hijab to emphasize her piety; only to turn out to have been sexually active before her marriage—was released a *fatwa* (Muslim clerical ruling) of death sentence was issued on the director and the producer of the film by a religious group in Kaduna, who demanded that the film should withdrawn from the market and the film’s makers apologize to the Muslim community for what was seen as disrespect for Islam. The death sentence was eventually removed. If anything, the incidence awakened the Muslim community to the fact the Hausa video film can be used a medium of messaging—and the message may not always be what palatable. Viewer reaction was equally furious, as typified by this angry correspondent to a magazine:

Because of the appearance of *Saliha?* young girls and women who loved wearing hijab became tared with the same paintbrush as those who don’t like hijab. Night or day, whenever a girl or woman with a hijab is sighted, you often hear sniggers of “Saliha?”, indicating a hypocrite. Almost at once, many women stopped wearing the hijab, for fear of being equated with *Saliha* of the film *Saliha?* Similarly, those who are not Muslims, and who hate Islam will now seize the opportunity to label all Muslim women hypocrites, especially as the film is produced by an insider (i.e. a Muslim). (Hajiya Ali, *Tauraruwa* magazine Letters page, August 1999, p. 2).

A third film, *Malam Karkata*—dealing with a rogue marabout who insisted on sexual gratification for dispensing spiritual consultation to emotionally distressed women—fared less well than the other video films because it was not even released on video tape. It was screened once at WAPA cinema in Kano in 1999, but the furor it generated made it impossible to release the tape for commercial consumption. Marketers vowed not to stock, sell or distribute the film when released. In an interview, the principal character of the film, who played the role of Malam Karkata, Alhaji Kasimu Yero, a veteran TV drama star, explained his involvement thus:

**How can I regret my role in this film (that has been banned by marketers)?** We had good intentions in doing the film. The film is about
The public reactions to these films—and others similar—reveal the conflicts that exist between techniques of filmmaking that reproduce the family conjugal sphere and family values as enshrined in the Islamic traditions of the Qur'an and Hadith. The reinforcement of privacy is not only an Islamic mindset, but also part of Hausa traditional mores. In Islam, the first criterion of private life was that a person may choose to keep certain matters concealed from and inaccessible to others. This criterion implies a prohibition on search and investigation, and a prohibition on the dissemination of personal information and matters of the private sphere. Both have been clearly stated in the Qur'an (Surat Al-Hujrat, 49:12):

O ye who believe! Avoid suspicion as much (as possible); for suspicion in some cases is a sin: And spy not on each other behind their backs. Would any of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother? Nay, ye would abhor it...But fear Allah. For Allah is Oft-Returning, Most Merciful.

Other specific points of divergence between the new Hausa entertainment media and Islam include the following from the Qur'an, Hadith and a Jurist:

Surat Nur, 24:19
Those who love (to see) scandal published (broadcast) among the Believers, will have a grievous Penalty in this life and in the Hereafter: Allah knows, and ye know not.

Surat Nur, 24:27

O ye who believe! enter not houses other than your own, until ye have asked permission and saluted those in them: that is best for you, in order that ye may heed (what is seemly).

Hadith (Sayings of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW)
"The lowest of the people to Allah on the Day of Judgment will be the man who consorts with his wife and then publicizes her secret."
(Muslim).

Jurist...
"One should not talk about the defects of others even if one is asked about them. One must try to avoid prying and asking personal questions about the private lives of others" (Al Ghazali, Kitab Ada b).

Thus the technique adopted by Hausa video filmmakers in communicating moral messages to their audience would seem to clash with these injunctions that respect privacy in all forms—including, as some Islamic scholars insist, reenactment. Interestingly, even in India—the Muslim Hausa cinematic inspiration—the focus of the television dramas changed in the 1990s. According to Mankekar (2004, pp 418-419),

In contrast to earlier television shows, the programs of the 1990s displayed an unprecedented fascination with intimate relationships—particularly marital, pre-marital, and extramarital relationships—and contained new and varied representations of erotics (explicit as well as implicit). These programs included soap operas (e.g., Tara [Zee TV], Shanti [Star], and Hazratein [Zee TV]), sitcoms, talk shows (e.g., Purush Kshetra [Man's world] and The Priya Tendulkar Show [both ET TV]), made-for-television films and miniseries, music programs (many of which were based on songs from Indian films), Indianized versions of MTV, and television advertisements telecast on transnational networks but produced specifically for audiences in South Asia and its diasporas. The emphasis on the intimate and the erotic was strongest in talk shows (which proliferated after the advent of transnational television), soap operas, MTV-influenced music videos, and television advertisements.

And while the TV in northern Nigeria retained its staid and traditional self, the changes in Hindi television heralded the transformation of the Hindi cinema—which in turn midwifed the
new Hausa video film. As Rachel Dwyer (2000 p. 188) points out, in Hindi films, erotic longing is frequently portrayed in terms of romance and expressed through the use of song, fetishization, and metaphor. In most "mainstream" films, she adds, "film songs and their picturization provide greater opportunities for sexual display than dialogue and narrative sections of the films, with their specific images of clothes, body and body language, while the song lyrics are largely to do with sexuality, ranging from romance to suggestive and overt lyrics." Thus despite the sometimes-explicit display of erotics in song sequences, in terms of narrative focus, erotics in Hindi films tended to be subordinated to and subsumed under romance (see Dwyer 2000).

This is similar to the strategies adopted by Hausa video film producers who seize the opportunity to emphasize erotica in their video films, most especially in bedroom scenes. Erotica becomes an essential motif in Hausa video films because the Hausa society, like the Hindi popular culture Hausa video filmmakers copy, is a male-dominated society. However, Hindi filmmakers had proven adroit at drawing attention to the toils, turmoil and tribulations women face in Indian social fabric, and which resulted in some of the most acclaimed cinema in entertainment history. For instance, Mehboob Khan glorified the stoic strength of a woman in his magnum opus Mother India. Nargis as Radha created an alluring image of a woman who could be deified. By surviving flood, famine, desertion by her husband, Radha acquired a Durga-like image. When her son Birju abducts a girl, she curbs her emotions and shoots him for the greater good of the society. Similarly, Vinay Shukla’s Godmother too has a woman protagonist and like Mother India depicts how an errant son proves to be his mother’s undoing. Shabana Azmi in Godmother has no qualms about picking up a gun. She refuses to indulge her son and uses her power to get the unwilling target of his interest (Raima Sen) married off to the man of her own choice. In Asit Sen’s Khamoshi, Radha (Waheeda Rehman) epitomized the inner strength and indomitable resilience of an Indian woman. A nurse in a mental asylum, she, too became a patient of mental illness. However, with the spate of Westernization and the desire to appeal to wider audiences beyond India’s borders, Hindi filmmakers had increasingly introduced innovative sexuality in their films that focus attention not on the earlier Hindi motif of the heroic woman, but as a sex object.

"Westernization is Modernization" Paradigm of Hausa Video Filmmakers

This innovatory entertainment philosophy of Hindi filmmakers found itself reproduced in Hausa video films, in spite of the Shari’a. By 2003 the focus of the video films had shifted from erotica in the conjugal spaces of bedrooms to public display of erotica through the skimpy Western clothing of the girls and their sexually suggestive dance routines. Video films with more erotic scenes became instant hits to a youth audience who see these scenes as opportunities to partake in localized global soft pornography. Indeed the most commercially successful Hausa video filmmakers see their success reflected in the Westernization of their craft. Ali Nuhu, the Hausa-speaking actor (and later producer and director) who pioneered the Hindi-to-Hausa cloning technique justifies Westernization of Hausa video film on the basis of progress and modernity. In an interview granted in Niger Republic, he justifies cloning American and Hindi films by arguing that:

The political systems in Nigeria and Niger Republic are based on Western models. Why didn’t these countries create their own unique political systems? The Western society is the most progressive in the world, and everyone is trying to copy them. Even Arabs, who are strongly attached to their religion and culture, are now aping Americans, in their mode of dress and other things. It is modernity, and you must go with the times, or you will be left behind. Interview with Ali Nuhu, Ra’ayi, Vol 1 No 1, February 2005, p. 7.

To reflect this "Westernization is Modernization" paradigm, Hausa video filmmakers—especially the younger entrants into the market who appeared on the scene from 2003—rely on non-ethnic Hausa
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Typical attire of Hausa-speaking song and dance video film stars, 2005

Authors of critical commentaries (especially in the Hausa popular film press such as *Fim* and *Mudubi*) of the trend adopted by filmmakers to increasingly portray female sexuality to titillate the male audience seemed baffled as to the reason for such great emphasis on sexuality in the video films. Soon enough alarm bells starting ringing about the possible influence of new media technologies and behavioral modification in Hausa popular visual culture. This is reflected in some few comments made either in public or in popular culture magazines in northern Nigeria:

In Islam there is no provision for a woman to appear onstage as an actress, especially young maidens of marriageable age. The old Hausa TV dramas had women, but they are all mature. Thus filmmaking is not a profession for a Muslim girl. It is better for them to enter into caring professions. Ustaz Umar Sani Fagge, during a special lecture on Hausa films, Sunday 6th August, 2000, Kano.

Quite frankly, you have spoiled your films with copying Indians especially with regards to their songs and dances...In Sokoto viewers have started ignoring Kano (Hausa) films because they have become Indiyawan Kano (Kano Indians). Halima Umar, Sokoto State, Letters page, *Taurarowa*, Vol 4 No 6 September 2000 p. 7.

How can a person, claiming to be Hausa, producing a film for Hausa people copy Indian and European cultural norms, and claims they are his culture? Film production (among Muslims) is good because it is an easy medium for delivering social message, but the way they are doing it now it is mistake. Yusuf Muhammad Shitu, Kaduna Polytechnic, Zaria, in *Annur*, August 2001, p. 24.

Before, we don’t used to see our children and siblings wearing American and Western dresses until Hausa video films arrived. Girls always copy the dresses of the film stars. These films destroy our children’s moral upbringing. They prevent our children from attending all types of (Islamic) schools. Secretary-General, Shahabu, Bauchi, *Fim*, June 2005 p. 14.

We the producers of Hausa video films have come to realize that it is the producers and the directors that are responsible for the corruption of culture and religion in these films. You know very well that every section of a woman is private. For instance, they are fond of allowing actresses without head covering, and straightening their hair; also making them wear skimpy Western dresses which reveal their body shapes, etc. In our awareness and education, we know these behaviors are immensely contrary to Islam. Don’t such actresses ever think of the Day of Judgment? Don’t forget their claims that they educating or delivering vital social message. Is this how you educate—by corrupting Islamic injunctions? Please look into this and take remediate measures immediately. Aisha D. Muhammad Gamawa, Bauchi, *Fim*, Letter Page, March 2004, p. 6.

See how (film producers) use cultures alien to Islam and Hausa in their films such as partying, without due regard to Islamic and Hausa cultural orientations...See how they dress up beautiful girls in tight-fitting that show off their nakedness clearly; are you bowing to the Jews or copying them?...I am appealing to our filmmakers to stop
copying the culture of other people because those we copy do not copy us. Hashim Abdullahi Tanko Malam-Madori, letters page, Fim, January 2005 p. 9.

This emphasis on erotica and what the filmmakers see as Westernization attracts the ire of the hard core religious establishment often in a fiery fashion. For instance, the Bauchi Muslim Parliament, an ultra orthodox Muslim support group in Bauchi State mobilized its members (which included just about anyone sharing their views, not necessarily a formal member) to symbolically burn hundreds of Hausa video tapes as a protest against a planned Awards Ceremony to Hausa video film stars. As one of the leaders of the parliament justified,

We are gathered here to repent to Allah and to demonstrate our disgust at mujrimai (sinners), fajirai (immoral people), ‘yan iska (boozers) who broadcast sins, and who are trying to do the same in our part of Nigeria. We’re gathered to burn these (Hausa) video tapes, set them on fire because they are paths to hell-fire!” (Speech in Fim, June 2005 p. 13).

Despite these observations, the Hausa filmmakers have noted that films that are traditional to Hausa societies simply do not sell as well as those with heavy doses of Westernization, no matter how defined (but most especially in song and dances which is an opportunity to show off cleavages in both spheres of the female body). A typical retort to the criticisms by the culturalist establishment is by Dan Azumi Baba, a novelist turned into filmmaker and the producer of Badakala who argued:

The Hausa viewing audience contributes significantly to encouraging us (filmmakers) to adopt Westernization in Hausa films. This they do through refusal to buy films that do not have these elements, because despite all their criticisms, they still rush out to buy these films (Dan Azumi Baba, columnist, Fim, June 2005 p. 3).

Hausa video filmmakers focus on the female intimisphere as a tapestry to painting the what the filmmakers perceive to be the sexuality of essentially urban, transnational and globalized Hausa woman. While the popularity of the video films indicates that contrary opinions are in the minority, the culturalist environment repeatedly drew attention—through sermons in mosques in various northern Nigerian cities and which were recorded on cassettes and sold by music vendors—to the need for strict abeyance to Islamic injunctions about female dressing. The sources quoted to support the injunctions are the following Qur’anic verses and Hadith (sayings of the Prophet Muhammad) from Sunan Abu Dawood collection:

*Surat Al-A’araf* (7:26):

“O you Children of Adam! We have bestowed on you raiment to cover your shame as well as to be an adornment to you. But the raiment of righteousness, (that) is the best. Such are among the Signs of Allah, that they may receive admonition.”

*Surat Al-Nur* (24:30):

“Say to the believing men that they should lower their gaze and guard their modesty; that will make for greater purity for them: And Allah is well acquainted with all that they do.”

*Surat Al-Nur* (24:31):

“And say to the believing women that they should lower their gaze and guard their modesty; that they should not display their beauty and ornaments except what (must ordinarily) appear thereof; that they should draw their veils over their bosoms and not display their beauty except to their husbands, their fathers, their husband’s fathers, their sons, their husbands’ sons, their brothers or their brothers’ sons, or their sisters’ sons, or their women, or the slaves whom their right hands possess, or male servants free of physical needs, or small children who have no sense of the shame of sex; and that they should not strike their feet in order to draw attention to their hidden ornaments. And O ye Believers! turn ye all together towards Allah, that ye may attain Bliss.”

*Surat al-Ahzab, (33:59)*:

“O Prophet! Tell thy wives and daughters, and the believing women, that they should cast their outer garments over their persons (when abroad): that is most convenient, that they should be known (as such) and not molested. And Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”
According to Sunan Abu Dawood Hadith Collection, Chapter on Clothing (Kitab Al-Libas), these are instructive:

**Book 32, Number 4087:**
Narrated Abu Hurayrah: The Apostle of Allah (SAW) cursed the man who dressed like a woman and the woman who dressed like a man.

**Book 32, Number 4088:**
Narrated Aisha, Ummul Mu'minin: Ibn Abu Mulaykah told that when someone remarked to Aisha that a woman was wearing sandals, she replied: The Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) cursed mannish women.

**Book 32, Number 4092:**
Narrated Aisha, Ummul Mu'minin: Asma, daughter of AbuBakr, entered upon the Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) wearing thin clothes. The Apostle of Allah (peace be upon him) turned his attention from her. He said: O Asma', when a woman reaches the age of menstruation, it does not suit her that she displays her parts of body except this and this, and he pointed to her face and hands.

The main problem Hausa filmmakers faced was getting ethnic Hausa girls to appear in the more erotic song and dances. Such girls are often bound by the Hausa mindset of “kunya” (bashfulness) and while they can appear in “family value” scenes and indeed even song and dances (and dressed in Western clothes, e.g. as in Mujadala), there was an unwillingness to accept more daring dresses. What emerges thus was the unwillingness of ethnic Hausa girls to appear in Westernized and sexualized roles in Hausa video films, against the backlash of an Islamic society. This problem of Hausa filmmakers was solved by the sudden intrusion into the industry of non-ethnic Hausa—“transnationals” of sorts—but Muslim girls who entered the Hausa video film industry in full force, especially post-Shari’a years. According to Alkanawy (2005 p. 6).

About 95% of the complaints about Hausa video films by the culturalist establishment is based on their mode of dressing which is too Western...Also many of the female artistes who are used in such scenes are not ethnic Hausa; they were born in Hausa-speaking areas, grew up among the Hausa, and could speak the Hausa language.

The filmmakers defend their art by pointing out that they are merely reflecting the society. Mansura Isa, a Yoruba actress living in Kano (the actress in black jeans in Plate 17), the most prolific of the erotic dancers, suggested that such dances reflect changing times by arguing that

It’s modernization. They may not approve, but they still like it, you understand? It’s modernity. We are only reflecting what is happening in the real world. You will see young girls and boys in real life going to a party and getting down; well we are only showing how they do it. And I can tell you the audience like the way we get down in the films. If not, they would not have bought them. If a film is to show all the girls in hijab (Islamic dressing) and no getting down, I swear the film will flop...But if you make a trailer of a film showing nubile girls dancing and getting down, the audience will whoop with approval; yet those who abuse us are those who will go the market and buy the films. Mansura Isa, defending her craft, Mudubi, July August 2005, No 11, p. 7).

The focus on female sexuality as the main selling points of the Hausa video films would seem to concur with Laura Mulvey’s often criticized feminist perspectives on the dominance of male filmic gaze in viewing female figures in films. As she argued,

In a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active/male and passive/female. The determining male gaze projects its fantasy on to the female figure which is styled accordingly. In their traditional exhibitionist role women are simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance coded for strong visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness. Woman displayed as sexual object is the leit-motif of erotic spectacle: from pin-ups to strip-tease (Laura Mulvey in Durham and Kelner 2006, p. 346).

This view did not go unchallenged, as evidenced by a flurry of criticism that trailed the publication of this explorative essay. For instance, according to Matthew Henry (1999, p.2)
The major critique lodged against Mulvey since the publication of “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” is that she focuses only on the experience of a male spectator. While discussing at length the forms of male desire and identification, built on voyeuristic fantasies of the female body, Mulvey largely ignores speculating on the possibility of female desire, identification and spectatorship. According to the analysis provided in “Visual Pleasure,” the filmic gaze, in terms of both gender representation and gender address, belongs exclusively to the male, to the patriarchy; this leaves the female spectator with little agency: she must either identify with the male as subject or with the female as object/image. If she does the former, the female spectator aligns herself with what Mulvey explicitly defines as voyeurism; if the latter, she aligns herself with narcissism and, implicitly, masochism.

Yet Henry’s critique of Mulvey’s feminist analysis of spectatorship is predicated upon the application of Mulvey’s critical theory in Western “liberal” societies—a sort of reversed feminist criticism of feminism in Mulvey’s analysis. Indeed similar observations were made by Kaja Silverman (1984 pp 131-132) who noted that

> It is by now axiomatic that the female subject is the object rather than the subject of the gaze in mainstream narrative cinema ... It is equally axiomatic that the female subject as she has been constructed by the Hollywood cinema is denied any active role in the discourse (131-32).

And yet in strongly traditional patrilineal society of Muslim Hausa in the 21st century, Hausa video filmmakers precisely project the female erotica because they are communicating to male audiences. The success of the formula became so spectacular that even few Hausa female directors and producers use the same female erotica as the canvas of their filmmaking (e.g. Maryam Mashahama’s Kyawawa). Ideology of the abuse of female erotica, or Islamicate objections to spiritual injunctions from a Creator were not deterrents—the focus is on making maximum profit from the female imagery and erotica.

It is clear therefore, more experimental filmmaking among Muslim Hausa would have to negotiate these core prohibitions about the sacredness of the private, and often, conjugal sphere. This was more so because by 2000, and under a global media snow storm, and encouraged by internal migration of essentially non-

ethnic Hausa to major popular culture production centers in the north, especially Kano, a new media hybridity had started emerging. Commenting on this process on a more transnationalist magnitude, Rainer Winter (2003 p. 215) observes that

> The public sphere transfiguration caused by globalization and migration provides opportunities to form personal lifestyles and cultural identity. As Homi Bhabha (1994) shows, these processes break up unambiguous cultural identity, revealing discursive constructs, ambivalence and ambiguity. In the gaps newly formed by cultural displacement and social discrimination, tactics can be developed to form communities and identities.

In most cases of theoretical arguments such as these, oppositional resistance seemed to be rarely taken into consideration. I would therefore wish to argue that the local centers of resistance against the increasingly Westernized format of Hausa popular culture—both from the religious establishment, the Government agencies as well as audience—reflects the non-passivity of the audience and reinforces Golding and Harris’ view of “oppositional creativity” (Golding and Harris 1997) which is significant in undermining the forcefulness of cultural imperialism theory in strongly religious—in this case Islamic—audiences. I will conclude this essay by looking at the source of “oppositional creativity” as a counter-process to the onslaught of “Westernization” by tracing the source of such “cultural resistance” in the central engine of the Hausa cultural mindset.
Chapter 5
Analysis and Conclusion

Transglobal Hausa Popular Culture and Habermas

In my conclusion to this essay, I would focus attention on the late entrant into Hausa popular culture—the video film. There are two reasons for this. The first is that it is in this area that the greatest reaction against transglobalization of Hausa popular culture was recorded by the Muslim Hausa critical establishment. Secondly, the Hausa video film encompasses the three major areas of Hausa popular culture I focused attention on in this essay—literature, music, and film. I argue that a consistent thread of criticism against Hausa popular culture was its gender focus. The Rausa video film encompasses the three major areas of Rausa music, and film. I argue that a consistent thread of criticism against Hausa popular culture was its gender focus. The “glocalizations” of Abubakar Imam and subsequent writers from 1930s to 1970s became points of criticism only in the role they played, albeit under colonial tutelage, in being midwives to a literary style that does not provide much room for indigenous creativity—even if Abubakar Imam’s adaptation was considered an effective exercises on literary appropriation.

It is the subsequent development of Hausa prose fiction (from 1980), with its significant focus on romance (Adamu 2006) that suggests what the critical establishment sees as templates for tempest sexual experimentation. In almost all cases of protests against such development the rationale was to protect the sanctity and purity of the Muslim female. Modernization of music merely confirmed to the critical establishment that modern music does not belong to the Islamic polity, especially considering either the sexualized lyrics or Christian religious focus of the lyrics (e.g. in Bala Miller’s Hausa gospel highlife in the 1970s, and in the 2005 by Jeremiah Gyang’s Na Ba Ka! (I submit) Hausa gospel rap CD). Paradoxically though, by 2002 the religious Sufi adherents had started using Yamaha soft synthesizer to compose their odes to the Prophet Muhammad. For example, Ibrahim Hussaini Diso’s Habibi Mustapha Rasullullah (2002), Rabi’u Usman Baba’s Rabbi (2003) and Bashir Dandago’s Fatimatu (2005)—all using heavily synthesized sounds, and all massive hits among religious adherents in Kano and other parts of northern Nigeria, heralded the new direction of what I call Hausa Islamic Gospel music due to the availability of global media technologies. Most of the Sufi adherents abandoned the acoustic traditional bandiri for Yamaha synthesizer. In some cases a popular bandiri religious poem was re-worked with a synthesizer and female backing vocals, as in Bashir Tashi’s immensely popular Wasiyya (2001 and 2005).

It is still too early to determine the reaction of the culturalist environment to the increasing sexualization of the Hausa Film Sound and Hausa hip hop lyrics. Thus the main focus of critical reaction is in the video film—conjugal spaces and displays of the private female as a public icon. Thus in my conclusion I focus attention on the visual media re-enactment of the female private space in an Islamicate environment, and the critical reaction of such process from the properly constituted representatives of the public sphere.

The Hausa TV drama series strongly reinforced the image of the Hausa family structure—with clearly delineated spaces for the genders. The filming technique not only emphasizes this spatial division, but it also imposes it on viewers—who subsequently came to approve it. Domestic scenes were mainly shot outdoors—in the tsakar gida—the inner atrium of a typical Hausa household—or at the frontage of the House immediately outside the zaure—with little emphasis on bedroom scenes. Hausa TV drama series utilize the atrium as their salons where discussions—no matter their nature—take place not only between legal occupants of the household, but also their accredited guests. The latter have no access to the conjugal family space, and the atrium is used to receive such guests. Even though the atrium is a public space—as distinct from the conjugal space of the inner chambers of bedrooms—it is still a private space in a typical Hausa Muslim household because non-accredited members of the outside public need special permission to occupy such family atrium. Indeed, even neighbors who needed to fix the roof of their own houses—
and who in the process might have a direct line of sight of the family atrium of a neighboring household—are demanded by cultural conventions to announce their intention of climbing the roofs of their own houses for repairs for a certain period. This will enable members of surrounding households to vacate their own atrium—retreating into the deeper private space. This way the sanctity of the female space—for all these precautions serve to uphold the value of female space—is maintained. New methods of filming which are based on both Hindi and American cinematic styles necessitate a reconfiguration of the female private sphere in video films, often in visual contexts that radically differ from the TV drama series—and from the way the Hausa traditionalist environment is used to seeing the representation of family spaces.

The critical theory propounded by Jürgen Habermas in his *The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere* (1989) provides a convenient framework for further understanding the division between the private and public spaces, and most especially in Muslim communities where the distance imposed by space between the genders in public is strongly enforced. The particular appeal of this critical theory is in providing an analytical base that offers an opportunity to determine the impact of extraneous variables in the delineation of space in traditional societies. The main focus of the Islamicate reaction has always been on the privacy of women as visually depicted in Hausa video films. Thus as Nilüfer Göle (2002:174) notes,

The public visibility of Islam and the specific gender, corporeal, and spatial practices underpinning it trigger new ways of imagining a collective self and common space that are distinct from the Western liberal self and progressive politics.

Such public visibility includes breaking the conjugal space barrier by video cameras to film an essentially conjugal family space and bring it to the attention of the public. In this therefore, I do not focus attention on the participation of Hausa Muslim women in negotiating what I refer to as “space chasm” that separate their private and public spheres in their attempts to be part of the Hausa Muslim economic system.

The “public sphere” to which Habermas refers encompasses the various venues where citizens communicate freely with each other through democratic fora (including newspapers and magazines, assemblies, salons, coffee houses, etc), which emerged with the formation of a free society out of the nation-state in 18th century Europe. The public sphere in its original form functioned ideally as a mediator between the private sphere of the people (including family and work) and the national authority, which engaged in arbitrary politics, although in our application dealing specifically with the sub-national issue of Muslim laws of female identity in northern Nigeria.

The public sphere exists between the private sphere and the public authority. The participants are privatized individuals, who are independent from the public authority, enjoying cultural products and discussing about them. As the institutionalized places for discussion such as salon, coffee house and theater increased, the places for the family became more privatized and the consciousness about privacy strengthened more. According to Habermas (1989, p. 56),

As soon as privatized individuals in their capacity as human beings ceased to communicate merely about their subjectivity but rather in their capacity as property-owners desired to influence public power in their common interest, the humanity of the literary public sphere served to increase the effectiveness of the public sphere in the political realm.

Public opinion produced in public sphere started to have an influence on legislating law, which overarched the monarchic power and became the universalized. Further,

Included in the private realm was the authentic ‘public sphere’, for it was a public sector constituted by private people. Within the realm that was the preserve of private people we therefore distinguish again between private and public spheres. The private sphere comprised of civil society in the narrower sense, that is to say, the realm of commodity exchange and of social labour; imbedded in it was the
family with its interior domain (Intimisphäre). (Habermas 1989, p.30)

Habermas himself gives a schematic structure of the division between the private realm and the sphere of public authority (1989, p.30) as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Private Realm</th>
<th>Sphere of Public Authority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil society (realm of</td>
<td>Public realm in the political</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commodity exchange and</td>
<td>sphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social labor)</td>
<td>Public sphere in the world of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>letters (clubs, press)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjugal family's internal</td>
<td>(market of culture products)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space (bourgeois intellectuals)</td>
<td>Court (courtly-noble society)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus as Talal Asad (2003) pointed out, the terms “public” and “private” form a basic pair of categories in modern liberal society. It is central to the law, and crucial to the ways in which liberties are protected. These modern categories are integral to Western capitalist society, and they have a history that is coterminal with it. A central meaning of “private” has to do with private property, while “public” space is essentially one that depends on the presence of depersonalized state authority.

While Habermas was primarily interested in “rational-critical” communication as the ideal standard of modernity, he identified its practical emergence with the intermediate space of coffee-houses and salons, where private citizens could assemble as a public, between the private space and personalized authority of kin and the public realm marked by the theatre of royal and religious ritual. It was set apart from those by communication that had to be convincing without the external support of the authority of the speaker.

What further contributes to the need for the demarcation of the public and private in Muslim northern Nigeria is the perception of the text in public affairs. For instance, indigenous Hausa tales are didactic, linear and sermonizing. Operating within the context of the Muslim Hausa mindset, it became a Herculean task to create a more “modern” concept of literary expression by the colonial administration in northern Nigeria because of the “serious-minded” (East 1936) personality traits of Muslim Hausa scholars. This came to symbolize the Hausa approach to popular culture which had already been influenced by the writings of the 19th century Muslim reformer, Sheikh Usman Dan Fodiyo. Thus Islamic influence retains its hold on the northern Nigerian Hausa Muslim polity such that all discourse—whether private or public—is subject to Islamic injunctions. When the video film replaced the novel as a more powerful—and subsequently more influential—mode of social interpretation, the methodology of the messaging became a central focus.

Thus a necessary problem faced by the video film makers in Muslim northern Nigeria is the reconciliation of the radically different modes of storytelling they adopt for their clients. A typical film storyline carries with it elements of conflict and ways of resolving the conflict. For the message to come out clearly, “unpalatable” scenes must be created, and as the story unfolds, contradictions and conflicts are sorted out. In essence, the private—conjugal family configuration—is made public. When the Hausa video industry was formed, it focused attention on exploring family tensions in a melodramatic fashion. It is this exploration of family spaces that brought to the fore the tense relationship between the private and public spaces in Hausa cultural life.

As Chris Philo (2004) pointed out, commodity exchange and social labor, while normally taken as activities played out on a broader (public) canvas, are within the Habermasian matrix, regarded as essentially the concerns of the private individuals who effect and experience them; in which case, these dimensions of civil society are tracked to the (inter-)personal relations, events and practices where they are ultimately ‘real’. At this level, they parallel the more obviously private concerns of the family’s ‘internal space’, to do with affairs of the heart and hearth, all being taken as essentially private matters, individualized and contained. Philo (2004 p.6) then argues that
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Yet, in Haberman’s schema, the point is that these private concerns do translate into the (emerging) public sphere, as the just-mentioned interpersonal relations and the like become, in effect, the subject-matter, or at the least the prompts, for public debate, whether in a more cultural-literary or more political (politiciised) vein.

Thus in the Habermasian matrix, private concerns need public spaces. This is more so because the impression is of private individuals starting to bring their concerns, about commodity exchange, social labour, heart and hearth, into the public debates, or rather into debates held collectively between such individuals in a range of ‘sites’ away from the family home. In the process, public opinion about such concerns is formed, abstracting away from specific instances to more generalised claims with wider relevance, and so the private is transformed into the public (as concerns are shared, pontificated over, solutions proposed, recommendations made). Thus a public sphere is constituted that, through being vocalised, circulated and in short ‘publicised’ (another key Habermasian concept), gains the potential to influence ‘the sphere of public authority’ (the state, together with its ‘police’ function)” (ibid).

In effect this means that cultural reproduction as depicted in Hausa video films re-enact the conjugal spaces of the family—as distinct from even the private-public (or quasi-public) space of the tsakar gida and provides a commodity exchange—film and its messages—that became a public concern—away from the conjugal space to State authority (in the example of Hausa video film, emphasized by the introduction of Shari’a and censorship laws on video films).

The sensuality in Hausa video films, however, is shocking only because of the Islamicate environment in which the filmmakers found themselves. Under conventional Western filmmaking techniques, they would not even attract any attention. Critical reaction about the depiction of the Hausa Muslim female conjugal spaces started in popular press in northern Nigeria, drawing the attention of the government, which set up a censorship board, complete with an implementation mechanism of police and magistrate courts, to prosecute film producers who violated the conjugal space (interpreted as showing “immoral scenes”) in Hausa video films. In an Islamic society, however, expressions of intimacy, especially between the genders is certain to lead to sermons and condemnations. Also, the intrusion of the filmmakers’ into the sacred Muslim Hausa woman’s inner private sphere (intimisphère) uses a filming technique that violates the Islamic principles of female private sphere. Further, it is clear that a long running-battle between youth sexuality and implementation of the Shari’a would not produce the kind of moral codes the Islamicate environment envisages through a censorship mechanism.

However, in cautioning the use of the Habermasian theoretical framework in contemporary analysis of gender spaces particularly in the Muslim world, Hanita Brand (2003 pp. 84-85) argued that the very dichotomy between the public and the private spheres needs some modification. This is because in between the public and the private are several layers of society that are more private than public but contain elements of both. These layers are especially pertinent with regard to women, as they may turn out to be the only extra-private, or semi-public, spheres that women occupy.

Further, the Habermasian view has been critiqued mostly for narrowness as sexist, classist, Eurocentric, and illiberal by modern standards (see Calhoun, 1992). These critiques pertain more to how Habermas tied this conception of a public sphere so tightly and specifically to modernization, and that to rationality, than to the essential identification of the emergence of new public spheres around communications relatively freed from demands of ritual representation, particularly of mystical authority. Nevertheless, in broader comparative terms, Habermas draws attention to communication freed from status and its ritual representation; his key insight was that this is not limited to private spheres of conscience, the market, or intimacy but can take on a public life characteristic of a bourgeois public sphere (Anderson, 2003).

Yet in using the private/public theoretical construct, I draw inspiration from the application of the theory empirically in a study of women and spaces in Sudan as developed in the concept of
Salma Nageeb’s Neo-harem (Nageeb, 2002; Nageeb, 2004), which explains the gender specific ways in which women experience the process of Islamization. Salma Nageeb developed this theoretical concept—essentially an extension of the Habermasian private/public dichotomy—in studying how two, quite contrasting, groups of women restructure the use of female space in Sudan. While Salma Nageeb’s study is rooted in re-mapping the use of physical gender space, in my study I focus on the virtual space segregation of the genders, which indeed in Muslim societies, translates into physical space delineations, and its consequences for the critical public sphere.

Consequently in Muslim Hausa societies, as in the Middle Eastern societies Hanita Brand (2003) referred to, the participation of women in public affairs is governed by two layers. The first layer refers to their biological bodies which in Islam is *al’aura* (*intimisphäre*), including their voices. When going abroad, such *intimisphäre* should be well covered, although with a varying degree of interpretations of the extent of the coverage of the body across the Muslim world. The second layer of female space is her virtual lair, or inner apartment (*hujrat*), which again is not a public space and is non-representational in any form, reflecting, as it does, the scenario created by Hanita Brand in her description of the physical dwellings of Middle-Eastern societies. The transgressions of these layers by Hausa video filmmakers, using newly acquired media technologies, seemed to have created a tension between media globalization and tradition in Muslim popular culture.

Further introduced by Hanna Papanek (1973) and Cynthia Nelson (1974) to place a sociological ground under discussions of honor and shame in traditional settings, the public/private distinction opened up the private world of sentiment and expression, particularly women’s, but to the relative neglect of the public sphere that new media make increasingly permeable to the circulation of messages from more restricted realms, diluting and in some cases challenging the authority to represent.

What demarcates the public from the private undoubtedly depends on a complex set of cultural, political, and economic factors, and as a result of the interaction between such factors the line of demarcation inevitably has had to shift. From among the cultural factors, religion stands out as one of the most decisive components in delimiting the two spheres. Religions distinctly recognize and sanction a sphere of private action for individuals. In Western religions—that is, the Abrahamic traditions—human identity and individuality are emphasized through the recognition and sanctioning of private life (Kadivar, 2003).

Thus it is significant that the categories of the public and private derived from Western discourse often mean different things. Discussing Islamic discourse in the Arab context, Nazih Ayubi (1995) has argued that public space or the public sphere is not conventionally equivalent to the political civic realm of public debate, conscious collective action and citizenship as understood in Western democratic theory. Rather, Islamic authorities have historically interpreted the public not in contrast to a "free" privatized realm of conscience and religion, but instead as the space for "symbolic display, of interaction rituals and personal ties, of physical proximity coexisting with social distance" in contrast to a private sphere that is in effect defined as a residual—what is left over after the public is defined. For Tajbakhsh (2003), the public sphere is above all a space for the "collective enforcement of public morals" rather than necessarily political.

Similarly, Jon W. Anderson (2003) has argued that for well over a generation, the public sphere of Islam has been an arena of contest in which activists and militants brought forth challenges to traditional interpretative practices and authority to speak for Islam, especially to articulate its social interests and political agendas. Further, as Gaffney (1994) also noted in analyzing Islamic preaching in Egypt, opening the social field to new spokespeople—in our case, Hausa filmmakers—and new discursive practices not only challenges authority long since thought settled to interpret what religion requires, but also blurs...
boundaries between public and private discourse and fosters new habits of production.

The media feature in this process in several crucial respects. First, they devolve access to consumption by more people on more occasions. Passage into media conveys previously "private" or highly situated discourses from interactive contexts to public display, where they are reattached to a public world and return as information conveyed through new media technologies with different habits of reception. Detached from traditional modes of production, they become messages in a world of messages (Anderson 2003).

In 1958 Daniel Lerner's *The Passing of Traditional Society* laid out the framework for how information and media help fashion behavioral systems that transform lifeways, noting that an aspect of secularization accompanies the influence of media, and as a result what he called "pre-literate" people obtain new wants, desires, and expressions. But such "secular enlightenment" does not easily replace sacred revelation in guiding human affairs, he continued, and the requirement of a moderation of vanity is a necessity (Lerner, 1958).

Thus what is of significant in contemporary times is not so much the role of entertainment in Muslim polity, but the current globalization of entertainment in almost all communities. Consequently, although the role of music, theater and dance are subject to specific interpretation of the appropriate religious codes, the main contention is not so much their prohibition, but the forms in which they are packaged and delivered to audience in Islamicate communities. The extent to which legislative mechanisms are used to enforce Islamic interpretations on the status of music, theater, dance and literature may therefore very well depend on how Islamic the society feels it is, and the extent to which such entertainment can be adjudicated to bring significant ills—mainly what is seen as "moral corruption"—in those societies.

It is thus clear that a battle line has been drawn between the traditional Islamicate environment in northern Nigerian Hausa Muslim communities and purveyors of new popular culture with a focus on commercial and more "modern" appeal on their craft. The fact that there is so much resistance—focused not on the industries themselves, but the public space sexualization of the sanctity of the female in a Muslim society, and which the merchants of popular culture see as representing modernity—sex as a template for freedom from the shackles of a traditional society—indicates a very challenging development for the future of Muslim Hausa popular culture.
Notes

1. The colonial records of 1913 show that there was an estimated 19,073 Muslim schools, with 145,312 pupils in what later became Northern Nigeria.
2. Roman and Arabic Characters: Which Should Be Encouraged by the Government for the Writing of Hausa. Ref (NAK) SNP7-4864/1908: “Primer for Teaching the Hausa Roman Character to Mallams” From the Resident, Lokoko 1st October, 1908. Report by Hann Vischer, Director Education (July 1, 1908) Northern Protectorate, March 2, 1910.
3. An English translation of the same article by Ibrahim Sheme was published in New Nigerian Weekly, Friday November 14, 1997, pp12 and 14.
4. In Kano, the first “Indian” film screened was Gheghis Khan, shown in Palace cinema, Kano city in December 1960. It is interesting to note that the film was not “Indian”, but seen as so. Before independence, films shown in northern Nigerian cinemas were American cowboy, war and feature films.
5. For details of Arab influence on Hausa society, see Adamu (1968, 1998).
7. Figures obtained from the daily program listings of NTA Kano library, June 2003.
8. Ilori, or Iliorin, is the capital city of Kwara State, northern Nigeria.
9. These were not accompanied by any musical instrument because the whole issue of music in Islam is a hot debate. Even these songs by the Islamiyya School groups were frowned at by the more orthodox Islamic establishment scholars who do not see any role for Music in Islam.
10. The bandiri is an open, basin-shaped, hide vessel beaten with the hands by adherents of Qadiriyya sect whilst they chant the name of Allah unceasingly. While not strictly a tambourine, it is the most approximate equivalent I can think of.
11. An extensive treatment of this particular group is given by Brian Larkin (2004).
12. Like most Hausa, the author equates “Hindi” with Indian, forgetting that India is a political expression encompassing many ethnic and language groups. For instance, fourteen languages are mentioned in the constitution of India. There is thus no singular “Indian” language as such, much as there is no singular “Nigerian” language.
14. The Hausa home video tape was sold for N250 ($1.80). Sangaya then fetched about $107,914 (at the rate of N139 to USD in 2000). The sales figures were revealed by Alhaji Auwal Mohammed Sabo, the producer of the video film, Kano, July 2003.
15. Jos has had a long tradition of Indian cinema—indeed almost all the Indian video imports in the 2002 NFVCB Directory were by Plateau (Jos) Cinemas—and differs from Kano in one fundamental respect: it offered matinee shows due to its numerous in-door cinemas, whereas Kano cinemas screen films only at night. The constant barrage of Indian films in Jos metropolis thus created a new wave of video makers with Indian filming mindset. The city proved a training ground for the main Hindi to Hausa actor, and later producer and director Ali Nuhu, variously nicknamed Saliman Khan and Shah Rukh Khan due to his intense devotion to Hindi cinema. His studies at the University of Jos provided him with the opportunity to get fully engaged in Hindi cinema. During his studies in Jos he got a protégé in the form of Ahmed S. Nuhu, another Hindi to Hausa actor, and in 1997 after Ali Nuhu’s graduation, they relocated to Kano and set up FKO Studios which became the main Hindi to Hausa video studio in Kano. Some elders I talked to in Jos were not happy with this Indianization of Hausa cinema. These included Alhaji Dan Maraya Jos (a notable folk singer of international repute) and Waziri Zayyanu, a film producer (“Yanca Dan Adam, Babban Gida”). Interview, Jos, Nigeria, April 22, 2003.
16. Based on an analysis of 615 Hausa video films and discussions with producers, cast, crew and editors from 2000 to 2003.
18. There was a howl of protest when this table was passed around to the affected video producers for comments. Their main concern was that they do not wish to be seen as lacking creativity. Thus most of them refused to directly acknowledge that they ripped-off Indian films. Some breathed a sigh of relief when I showed them this table—happy to see that their videos were not listed as rip-offs. One script writer swore he had never seen an Indian film with a remarkable similarity with his first Hausa home video, although the director of the film did admit having seen the Indian original. Some admit to being “inspired” by “an Indian film or two”. This table is based on the entire gamut of similarities between Indian films and the corresponding Hausa video films; some were shot-by-shot remakes, others borrowed scenes here and there, yet others used artwork (poster and editing techniques), and finally, some used similar special effects to create similar scenes from Indian films. I am also grateful to Sani Lamma for helping to identify the rip-offs in Hausa video films.
19. Based on fieldwork in Kano in which a group of 10 paid research assistants compared Hausa video films and identified the Indian film equivalents as indicated in the footnote above.
20. This was reflected in the flak Abida Mohammed received over a “shake ‘em all” dance routine in Kauna (2000), and which prevented her (and other
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girls like her) from agreeing to do such suggestive dance routines in the future.

21. Ahmad Salihu Alkanawy is an "elder", producer, scriptwriter and director in the Kano circuit of the Hausa video film industry. He has been a filmmaker since 1995, having produced critically acclaimed films for Iyan-Tama Multimedia that included Gashin Kuma, Aisha, as well as directed Buri, Farhan and Daurin Boye.

22. I adopt Asma Afsaruddin's (1999) usage of Marshall Hodgson's term Islamicate (1974:1:58-59), for the subsequent "modern" period (roughly from the 19th century on) to describe societies which maintain and/or have consciously adopted at least the public symbols of adherence to traditional Islamic beliefs and practices.
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